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Sailing Northward in the hope of Baby," and her brother, Robert E.
finding an unknown and uncharted I’eary, Jr., also were there.
land, Donald Baxter MacMillan and
Major General A. W. Greeley, the
his gallant party of Arctic explorers first American explorer of note and,
can still hear the echo of the lURty who 41 years ago reached the farthest
cheers which marked their departure northern point that any explorer had
from Wiscasset Saturday afternoon, reached at tiiat time, came from
You want automobile COLLISION insurance,
la
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and again when they made their Washington to shake the hand of|
•••
so that yop will be protected against DAMAGE
They fall, and they a'. .., who ••• final getaway from Monhegan Sun the younger man who was starting
••• have not striven.—Thomas Bailey — day morning.
on a journey to a point even farther
TO YOUR OWN CAR—we don’t blame you.
••• Aldrich.
The daily newspapers have spoken north than he had gone.
••• ••• ja, in graphic terms of the wonderful Tlie Peary slipped away from tlie
|p ••• ••• .«• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •• ,
demonstration at Wiscasset, and the pier a short time before the Bowdoin
You don’t want the policy offered by other com
zeal of tlie staff writers has led sailed, but she lay in tlie middle oi
GROWTH OF ROTARY
them
considerably
beyond
the the stream waiting for tlie cornpanies, because you either have to pay a pro
This Famous Organization Has 2000 bounds of accuracy. One writer said mander’s sTiip to lead tlie way, behibitive premium or else you have to deduct $50
that 1000 boats would escort the ex hlnd escort of two Navy Eagle Boats.
Clubs In 30 Nations.
plover to Monhegan, and a Portland
or $100 from each and every claim—We don’t
It is to the airplanes and the radio
Classification of each business and newspaper seriously Informs ltf that the explorers look for safety on
readers
that
there
were
40,000
peo

blame you.
profession and the election of but one
their trip into an unknown area.'
member from each classification, was ple in Wiscasset Saturday, and 4000 Commander MacMillan does not be
automobiles.
the unique fundamental of llotary,
lieve lt safe to sail the two ships
We have a special proposition SOLD BY NO
A reporter of The Courier-Gazette beyond Etah, Greenland, and instead
said (ieorge T. Guernsey, Jr., chair
man of the classifications committee, who rubbed elbows with the big wf bucking through the snow and
OTHER COMPANY—low cost—and you don’t
in telling Itotary International’s con- crowU from the time lt began to as Ice behind dog teams these modern
j vention Friday that it now is com- semble until the Bowdoin and Peary Vikings ure taking the latest means
have to deduct $50 or $100 from every claim.
] posed of more than 2000 clubs in 30 pulled away from the ancient dock of transportation developed hy man
I nations with a membership of more feels that he Is giving an outside es and have equipped them with the
timate when he says that there were latest means of communication, the
i than 107,000.
"Rotary is not a club made up of less than 10,000 people, not more radio, so that when Commander
The "American Companies Only” Agency
personalities, hut it is composed of than 1500 automobiles, and certainly ’MacMillan flies out from Etah to es
business and professional classifica not more than 50 boats in the fiotila tablish his base at Cape Thomas
tions,” the speaker declared. "That which sailed away with the explor Hubbard, on Axel Heiberg Island,
is why our idea has been copied and ers. And the ”3000 balloons" which and flies from there out over that
why Rotary is a dominant force in were sent up carried one cipher too jugcharted Polar -Sea. he will he
able to accomplish in two hours what
1
community life. After 20 years of many.
GTNERAL AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
All this Is said In the Interest ol once took months, and at tlie same
success the value of the classificaLOWEST RATES
LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE
1 tion idea is so well known there is accuracy, and without the slightest time will be able to keep in touch
j little -need to urge that, if Rotary is intention of belittling the most In with civilization all the time he is
«
425 Main Street.
Rockland, Maine
I to truly function, we must he honest teresting and most Important event away.
Maine has known in many years
Accompanying the expedition to
! in our classifications.”
Wiscasset handled the matter In a Sydney, N. S., where tlie two ships
way that redounds to its everlasting will stop for fuel, are l)r. Gilbert
WENDELL C. FLINT
credit, the State could not have done Grosvenor, president of tlie Nationa'
more, and from the nation came dis Geographic Society, which lias spon
TAXI SERVICE
tinguished representatives, Includ sored and financed the expedition,
DAY OR NIGHT
•
ing the venerable Greeley whose and J. R. Hildebrand, chief of tlie so
2 SUMMER ST.
TEL. 665-11 | Arctic expedition held the record for ciety’s school service.
northern penetration at that time
Stand Munro’s Restaurant Tel 8i73
The policing arrangements were most
75*lt
The villagers and summer folk of
■ admirably handled by a company of
infantry under the command of Monhegan Island, 15 miles off the
Captain Almon B. Sullivan, formerly mainland, gave Commander Mac
FEATHER MATTRESS j of Rockland; and the State High Millan and his crew Sunday their
Now is the time to have your
way Police, whose efforts on thia farewell from the United States.
Just before he sailed. Commander
Feather beds made into Feather
particular day were concentrated on
MacMillan said everything aboard
Mattresses; also renovate Pillows,
Wiscasset
was shipshape and declared that he
• • . •
and Hair Matatresses done over.
All Work Satisfactory
Because of the fear that the pier was looking forward with eagerness
A. F. IRELAND
might collapse visitors were allowed to flying from Cape Thomas Hub72-S3 Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 25-5 ■ on it only 100 at a time, but even hard, Axel Heiberg Island, out over
with this arrangement nearly every the Polar Sea in search of the land
body went aboard the Bowdoin and that he believes to he there.
As the planes fly out for a dis
the I’eary who cared to do so. There
were many parts of the two ships tance of about 250 miles on each ol
which were not open to the public, their flights, there will be a visibility
for obvious reasons, but there was of at least 20 miles on each side tiiat
plenty to gee, and nothing Interested Will permit a close examination ol
Home Owner: I had this paint put on last year and look at it now.
the crowd more than the three air the surface helow to determine
planes strapped onto the deck of the Whether there is land. Thus, on an
Pamfert It doesn't take long for the weather to show up poor
.going and return trip of two
I’eary—the medium through which
paint
MacMillan will conduct explorations planes, about 20,000 square miles ol
area can he examined from the air
Home Owner: But how was I to know it was poor paint? I’m
not possible hitherto.
and MacMillan is certain that* if land
Friday
and
Saturday
no paint expert.
The day’s incidents were perpetu is there, he will find it.
ated by an army of newspaper men,
Painter: It doesn’t take a paint expert to get reliable paint these
j camera met) and movie men. Camdays—just ordinary intelligence.
For instance, you ought to

E. t MORAN 4 CO.

He should have used SWP

STRABO
JUNE 26 and 27

know that there is a Company of paint experts that have been
making house paint for pver fifty years; making it from accurate
formulas, mixing and grinding it with powerful machinery; manu
facturing every important ingredient; putting in just what all these
years of experience have taught them is the best. That Company
is the Sherwin-Williams Company and the paint is known to us
painters as SWP. Wouldn’t you be safe in trusting such a paint?

The painter is right, as we can prove by scores
of house owners in this town.
If you want
your home to stay painted get SWP from us.

W. IL GLOVER CO.
MAINE

ROCKLAND.
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VISIT ROCKLAND
THIS SUMMER
While here you will alwaye receive a wel
come in our banking rooms which are lo

cated in the heart of the city.

We take pleasure in serving you.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postil Savings Funds.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
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North National.Bank
Rockland, Main©
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APPRECIATION

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A recent settler in Rockland may possibly bring a fresher ap
preciation of what be finds, than a ilife-long resident. At any
rate, I wish to express my admiration for tbe resourcefulness
and versatility maintained in tbe production of The Courier-Ga
zette. It is one of the worn platitudes in every place to fall
back upon certain disparaging remarks concerning tbe local
newspaper, when tbe meager conversational range has been ex
hausted. How few realize that tlieir paper is a faithful mirror
of community life. It may be perfected by able management
ami trained editorial supervision, but looking into its paper the
community sees its own composite reflection.
The contents and makeup of 'flic Courier-Gazette reflect the
character of this city and section. It is first of all conservative.
I\o attempt at scare-heads. It is among country papers what
tbe Boston Transcript is among Hub dailies, and this analogy
obtains in its quality as well as its appearance.
(Jf course it reflects in its local items tbe petty things, which
after all make up tbe most of life and give it substance. The
comings and goings, tbe births, deaths and marriages, tbe in
ception of small enterprises, tbe chances and changes which
form the theme of our common experience—these of necessity
occupy most space. And it is probable that these are reported
as accurately as the life which they reflect is lived.
It is in what I call the Magazine Features, that The CourierGazette seems to me to excel, and in these it can only reflect the
cultural life of the people whom it seryes.
To discuss the various departments would exceed the limits
of this letter. I mention certain ones as significant. There is
the element of local biography. Knox County must be rich in
deed in personality, since it can afford material for so much bi
ography as has appeared within the last six mouths. “Memories
of an Active Life” is a conspicuous illustration of what is con
tinually being produced in this department.
Not every community could furnish either material for or
appreciation of such cultural departments as those addressed
to -Music Lovers Nature, Students and Readers of Literature
provided in this valuable magazine. Poetry, too, is not left out,
and local poets here sing of their own ito their own.
There you have it. Every worthwhile business advertising.
A directory of the professions, schools, churches, theatres. The
ui,usual, bizarre, criminal, flash upon the page and are gone.
'1 he flush of fever fades. The roses or the pallor of normal
life are shown week in, week out. Rockland has form, char
acter, habits, personality, eccentricities, tastes, purposes. She
is a Personality and The Courier-Gazette is her mirror. The
reflection is “easy to look at” and the mirror itself an indispen
sable instrument to community self understanding.
Louis A. Walker.
Rockland, June 20.

'ublic Library Work Which
Is To Be Highly Com
mended.
Several automobiles filled full of
smiling kiddies made their way
through Main street Friday morning
enroute for Ingraham’s Bill Beach.
Here, augmented by those who had
traveled by pony, bicycle or on foot,
the youngsters spent a long-to-beremembered day. The picnic marked
the end of the Saturday morning
Story hours which form so important
a part of the Public Library’s work
with children. Some 40 youngsters
there were, all faithful attendants of
the winter Story Hours, and in charge
of this lively group were the librarian.
Miss Kathleen Snow, and the chil
dren’s librarian, Miss Hazel Marshall.
Sky was never clearer nor weather
more favorable than for this picnic.
Conditions were of the best for wad
ing and swimming, and when the tide
went down there was ideal chance
for games on the sand. Of course pic
nic lunch was the all important and
ever present amusement for the day,
hut even this could he left long
enough to compete in the running and
Jumping races and games and always,
when one wished to listen, a chance to
hear again those best-loved stories
of the Story hour. The day passed
all too soon, and with the return of
the automobiles the happily tired
kiddies were taken back to their
homes. A remarkable day It had
heen, and with no casualties more
serious than a barnacle scratch !
Thus endeth the third annual Story
I Hour party, which yearly marks
closer contact between the children
I of our city and their Public Library.
This particular phase of work is
limited to children of the lower school
grades. Its popularity is substan
tially proven hy a glance at the Story
Hour list which hangs in the chil
dren’s room of the library. Here are
to be found the names of over 300
children, all of whom have attended
the Story Hour since October.
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HOW ABOUT THE

KIDDIES?

The Children’s Playground Fills a Real Need—Community
Chest Now Does Its Financing.
Seeing is believing when it comes the shute line and the rest proceed
to the matter of proving the value In a Joyous, healthglving order.
of the Children's Playground.
One
The play director this season
merely needs to see the youngsters at will be Miss Emily Pease, a veter
play there to sense the true value an of the lot and a girl well ground
of the institution to the community. ed in experience.
Her winters are
It isn’t the children of any one class spent as director of athletics for girls
who go there, it is every class.
To in a big school at Concord, N. H.
the kiddies with no hack yard of Miss Pease has two peculiarly valu
their own except the city streets the able features to bring to the work—a
big plot is an absolute paradise. joyous, fun-loving, out-of-doors dis
They go for the skings, see saws, position tiiat seems characteristic of
(jle horizontal bars and tlie Jungle all blondes, and a great love for chil
Gym with a pleasure that is almost dren tiiat carries with it the element,
savage^ in its intensity.
Their of commanding implicit loyalty and
starved little souls drink in unim- obedience. There are no dirty faces,
agined pleasures and too they find untidy nails or unclean mouths therj*.
themselves under the discipline of a Orel E. Davies, president of tlie Play
trained director who teaches them ground Association, tukes a consis
how to play fairly with other chil tent interest in the project and his
dren. and from the first instant of big Keo is more often than not parked
contact proves a marvelous influence | some where nearby, and every picnic
for good in their young lives.
sees it filled to overflowing with rol
Then too literally hundreds of licking youngsters.
children who do have the much de
The Playground is in its fourth
sired back yards of their own, find season and has each year added
their way to the playground. They something to its equipment, being fi
are frequently accompanied hy their nanced hy a tag day put on hy the
elders, but are without exception sub youngsters themselves.
Their pa
ject to the discipline of the play di rade of two years ago Is stilt re
rector.
Here
they
learn
that membered as cne of the finest of the
thing so vital in the life of any really city’s history.
This year the factor
worth wliile American boy or girl, of financial support is shouldered by
how to rub elbows with other hoys Community Chest.
The Playground
and girls, of all sorts and conditions, itself is located at the corner of Lime
in harmony.
A quarrel on the plot rock and Union streets on the Y. M.
is unknown, though young wars are C. A. lot, so called, and is used
frequently in tlie offing.
On thA through the courtesy of the Y. M. C
whole a great and noisy harmony A. directors. It contains about half
prevails. The mass games, the shoot an acre.

It was a happy union of circum
notables were ordered around in the
autocratic manner which none but a stances that brought together last
camera man would dare assume Friday evening some 250 men memMacMillan, Gen. Greeley and Gov. bers of the Eastern States Exposi
Brewster were the center of Inter tion, Commander Donald B. MacMillan
est, but it is safe to say that every representatives of the U. £5. Navy and
body who had the remotest connec the National Geographic Society—for
tion with the expedition was "snap- a complimentary dinner and honI ped.” It will be interesting now to voyage to Commander MacMillan,
| see what portion of lt gets onto the given by Joshua L. Brooks and pre
I movie screen, for this- will he in line sided over by Governor Ralph O.
The function was in the
with the "Boom Maine" movement Brewster.
and will have international circula nature of a send-off to Com. Mac
Millan, who was to start on the mor
tion.
The Associated Press thus tells row on a momentuous journey to the
the story of MacMillan’s departure: Arctic to explore one million square
Lieutenant-Commander
MacMil miles of the Arctic Circle that has
—With—
lan's two ships sailed away from this hitherto remained a sealed book to
tiny port amidst the greatest demon civilized man—an adventure recalling
stration he has ever received on any Columbus’ discovery of this great
SINGING, DANCING
of his eight previous trips Into the land and the quest of the crusaders in
Far North. Thousands of persons searcA of the Holy Grail.
and VAUDEVILLE
Looking fit and fully equal to the
lined the roadways along the Sheepscot River and jammed the pier at task and wearing the smile that never
Between the Acts
which the Bowdoin and Peary were comes off. Commander MacMillan ex
docked. Thousands more stood on pressed the deep appreciation which
Produced with a Complete Cast
he feels for the wide interest through
the hillside, waving their farewell.
School children crowded the wharf out the nation and particularly by tho
and New Realistic- Scenery
and unloosed a shower of multi people of Maine on his new voyage
colored toy balloons as the Fifth In of discovery.
No one in this large
fantry Band of Portland played the gathering of men prominent in Maine
50 YEARS OF FAME
national anthem. Commander Mac and national affairs seemed happier sands of whom have appealed to go
Millan stepped aboard the Bowdoin than he.
Newagen Inn is an ideal with him.
President Sills proposed
took the wheel, the lines were cast place for such a meeing.
Guests a toast to this illustrious son of old
NOT A MOTION PICTURE
off, and the little Arctic craft slipped came over land, over sea and through Bowdoin. Everyone rose and joined
out among a hundred or more flag the air on this the most perfect of in drinking the toast while a quar
RESERVE YOUR SEATS NOW
bedecked small boats that were on June days.
The spacious dining tette sang “Bowdoin Beata.’’
Gov
hand to accompany him to the mouth room was gay with Old Glory and a ernor Brewster presented a beautiful
of the river.
band played during the banquet, at wrist watch to MacMillan from the
• • » •
which Gov. Brewster presided in a men of his Arctic party. The Maine
The band went aboard their boat most felicitous manner.
A score of State flag of silk , gift of the Portland
the General Robert Anderson, oi ladies were present, including Mrs. Kotary Club and the Portland Society
Portland, and as Commander Mac Brewster, the Miss MacMillan and of Art, was presented amid vocifer
Millan circled his craft about the Mrs. Brooks.
ous plaudits.
Gov. Brewster com
wharf for a final wave of farewell
manded MacMillan to plant that flag
the strains of "Auld Lang Syne'
on the land that he discovered in the
Major General A. W. Greeley, whom
floated across the calm waters of the
far north.
many will remember as the hero of
river.
Commander MacMillan expressed
Commander MacMillan was smil the ill-starred polar expedition in
Ing as he gripped the wheel and that 1881, was the most prominent guest his gratitude to his hosts, his appre
ciation of the coming together of so
smile was still there as he circled of honor. Others were Gilbert Gros
many busy men and the courage
the craft back. He had just left a venor, President of the National Ge
which the kind words spoken there
celebration in his honor on the vil ographic Society, John E. La Gorce,
had instilled in him upon tlie eve of
lage green, where he heard promi vice president, Chief Justice Scott
his departure upon what may be the
nent men of nation and state wish Wilson, Capt Dismukes, Comman
most eventful voyage of his life. His
him well and express their confl dant of the Portsmouth Navy Yard,
.
, ,
..
sentences rang clear, giving here and
dence in his success. Gov. Brewster ______
epresenting Secretary of the Navy there a slde „ght Qn h,H p,ang h,H
of Maine, who on the previous night, ,
r’ eni^
•, I-fetlls. president hopes and expectations, so that all
had told MacMillan that he had au of Bowdoin College, and Commander
present felt that there was no such
thority
to
claim
any
territory
he
Richard
E.
Bryd,
in charge of the word as "fail" in the MacMillan
Love for Home—you see it
might discover for the sovereign three amphibian planes that will
dictionary. With cheers and singing
State of Maine, was a speaker. Sat make the dash to the unknown land,
everywhere
the party came to an end, most of the
urday however, he did not touch on hoping to accomplish in three days guests remaining over night at beau
the subject that has caused consid what it would take as many months tiful Newagen Inn as guests of Pres.
The birds of the air and the beasts erable unofficial discussion as to to do in the old way with dogs and
Joshua L. Brooks who was voted tlie
of the Held are home builders.
Canada's attitude concerning land sleds.
paragon of hosts and a most esti
The thinking man ’does as much for lying between that Dominion and the
No polar expedition ever started mable gentleman.
North
Pole.
Another
speaker'
was
his family.
Saturday morning a meeting of tlie
.Captain D. E. Dlsmukes, command out with such happy auguries for suc
And it’» sensible, too.
ant of the Portsmouth, N. H. Navy cess, with the redoubtable Commander Eastern States Exposition was held
If you live in rent, you pay for a
and his crew of picked men, the aid in the new annex of the Inn—a de
Yard.
home at least twice in a life time.
After this celebration, Commander furnished by the United .States Navy lightful log cabin built on the verge
of the sea. Gov. Brewster presided.
While all you can show for it is a j MacMillan was escorted to his ship in sending a contingent ot experts
Reports were read before a large
worthless bugdle of rent receipts.
and soon after he reached the pier in aviation and planes equipped with
hulls, wheels and runners to alight group of representative men of tlie
. , ,, ,
,
.
the expedition was on Its way
An account with this Association
Many old fr|ends of Commander on sea, ice or land.
An added flllin chief industries of New England, on
has been the starting pom for many a MicM11]an were on hand
bld hlm to the success of the project is the the progress of the State of Maine
snug home,—for the education of chil- j___
a,mmm«w
4L«»V. lima
goodbye.
Among
them \frc
was Mrs invaluable assistance of tlie National building now going up on the Ex
Springfield,
dren,—for business advancement and Robert E. Peary, widow of the late Geographic Society and its financial position grounds at
future independence.
i
Rear Admiral Peary, discoverer of aid, of which its president Gilbert 1 Mass., of which Maine might well bo
the North Pole and with whom Mac Grosvenor declared “Men like Mac- proud. John Calvin Stevens’ design
When I
°f tlie typical colonial type, built
ROCKLAND LOAN &
Millan made his first trip l*> the Arc Millan uphold civilization.
tic. Mrs. Edward Stafford, Mrs. that spirit dies tills great nation will of brick, with columns and cupola,
BUILDING ASSOCIATION Peary's daughter, who was born be sink in decadence.”
the grounds enclosed with a picket
MacMillan's adventure has turned , fence and enclosing as old-time
yond the Arctic Circle, and who for
ROCKLAND, MAINE
that reason Is known as “the Snow the heart Qf American youth, thou- flower garden. Plana were made for
72-T-tf

TEN NIGHTS
INA
BARROOM"
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its dedication Sept. 20, a committee
being appointed for tiiat purpose.
The Maine Publicity Bureau also got
in some fine work.
Tlie Eastern States Exposition del
egates included a large group of New
England business men.
Rockland
was represented at both meetings by
George B. Wood, Henry B. Bird,
Glenn A. Lawrence, Alan L. Bird ahd
Jarvis C. Perry (representing Tho
Courier-Gazette) who came away with
tlie feeling that the impetus that this
grand old state is to receive this
year through tlie united efforts of
so many loyal and enthusiastic boost
ers will be of incalculable benefit and
surely will give our state Its right
fui place in the sun.

Through this Story Hour, the chil
dren are introduced to the best there
is in literature and are taught to look
upon the library as a place of their"
very own, where books and stories
are theirs for the asking. Nor is it5
enough that each child gains the
library habit for himself, but every,
effort is made to induce one to bring
other children to the library. A rec
ord is kept of the attendance at the
story hours and credit is given to
each one who brings a new-comer to
the library, with a book prize offered
as an Incentive to the boy and girl
w’ho brings the greatest number.
.To. Lucy French, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Crosby French, of Sum
mer street, goes the highest honor in
this contest, she having added 17
new names to the list. Especial credit
is due to this energetic worker, since
it is the third contest in which she
has heen the winner, having brought
the total of 47 new children to the
library in two years.
The boys*
prize of the year went to Stanley
Gay, the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Gay, Union street, who added
seven new names to the Story Hour
list. In each case the winners were
given their choice in selecting one
book from a list of the best children’s
books for their prize.
Others to receive honorable, men
tion in this contest were: Dora Mc
Mahon, Mary Stockbridge, Elizabeth
Simmons, Burnadette Snow, Joan
Moulaison, Vincent Pellicane, Doro
thy Magune, Ruth Leach, Irma Fickett. Rose Moody, Madeline Huhenstein, each of whom added three or
more names to the Story Hour list.
Elisha W. Pike, who came to this
city from Eastport several years ago.
to practice law, leaves shortly for
Los Angeles, Calif,, with his family,
and will take up his residence there.
It is understood .
Judge l’ike has
been city solicitor and municipal
Judge In Eastport and thrice reprer
sented that city in the State Legis
lature.
He has also heen prominent
In the Elks and Knights of Pythias.
Rockland shares in the general re
gret over his approaching departure,
and cherishes the hope tiiat the judge
will reverse his decision about swap
ping Maine for California.

when the party adjourned to the verrandah and a display of fireworks
ended a delightful evening.
The guests were:
Commander.
MacMillan and members of his fami
ly, Jessie M. MacMillan and Eva M.
MacMillan. Mrs. Letitla Fogg, Miss
May T. Fogg, Miss Lillian W. Fogg,
the eiew and members of their
families, the Civltan Club, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Sewall of Wiscasset,
Mr .and Mrs. Skillins of Freeport’,
Miss Helen Randall, A. C. Cobb of
THE FINAL NIGHT
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Look,
A Monhegan correspondent of The Miss Laura Look, Miss Miriam Ldok,
Courier-Gazette sends by telephone Miss Fan Alledio and others.
the following story:
Donald B. MacMillan and his
crew, who will spend the summer YOUR FAVORITE POEM
exploring tlie Pole from the air
Tf I had to live my life again I would
siicnt their last night in the United
made a ruld to read some poetry and
States at the Islund Inn, Monhegan have
listen to some music at least once a week.
Island, as the guests of Miss Isabelle The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
Trlbler and Mrs. Angeline T. Nunan, ness.—Charles Darwin.
the proprietors of the Inn.
DAFFODILS
Tlie party arrived at Monhegan
’d lonely as a cloud
Saturday night. It is a tradition for I wander
That floats on high o’er vales and hllla.
Mr. MacMillan to spend bis last— When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host of golden daffodils;
and on his return trip his first—
the lake, beneath trees,
•
night ashore at the island. Hitherto Beside
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
lie lias heen tlie guest of Mr. and Mrs
Frank C. Pierce. Attractive in its Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the Milky Way,
new decorations and gay with Ij They
stretch’d ln never-ending line
flowers the Inn offered every hosplAhmg the tuarRln of a bav :
tality to its distinguished guests. In Ten thousand saw I at a glanre.
tlie dining room which extends Tossln« ,htlr he*ds ln sl’ri«h“y
across tlie entire lower floor n long The wlveg bcsue them danced. but they
table had been laid. The centerOutdid the sparkling waves in glee:
piece was a miniature “Bowdoin’’ i A l**et
not but be gay,
embedded in ice with small airplanes , Bazed—and gazed- but little thought
flanking either side.
After the What wealth the show to me had brought:
banquet impromptu "P^hes were i
wh(,n „„ my couch ,
made hy Com. MacMillan and other
,n v„„t or ln pensive mood,
members of the party. A short en- They flash upon the Inward eye
tertalnment was given by members ,
'• ^“‘“..^X'^iju.
of tbe Civltan Club of Minneapolis., Uld
wua the daffodils,
dancing followed until 12 o’clock |
— bmiiui WordswortM

to fill your order with those brands.
Do our readers appreciate the fact
that a Rockand house puts up a
brand of coffee equal in every re
spect to the widely advertised goods
of distant coffee packers? Ask your
grocer for it. And Rockland is also
a center in a modest way of the cigar
industry, producing brands of cigars
that amply satisfy the taste of criti
cal smokers. Keep this also in mind,
if you belong to that class. When
we buy home products ne contrib
ute to home investment and home
labor and so help forward the com
munity prosperity.
In former years our city practiced
the rule of allowing a discount from
taxes paid within thirty days from
the date ol their commitment, and
discontinued it some time ago be
cause of difference of opinion as to
whether promptness of payment wa»
thereby secured. This year the citi
zen who pays his tax within the
named thirty days makes a saving ot
five per cent upon the total amount;
if within sixty days a saving of three
per cent.
It seems to us that this
must act as an incentive to pay
early and thus avoid thc incurred
penalty of interest on taxes remain
ing unsetteld after the sixty days.
The city must have its money to
meet the current expenses. Without
prompt response in the field of taxes
these funds must be had from the
banks. Instead of paying interest in
that quarter the city turns it over to
the individual payer of taxes and
relieves the charge upon him to that
extent. We think the city govern
ment has done well in restoring the
former method and it will be inter
esting to study a practical demon
stration of it.

Maine last week made a large ap
pearance in the eyes of the world,
when its people came together at the
ancient town of Wiscasset to any „
farewell to their dlstinruished ad
venturer S’acMillan as he turned
the prow of his ship Northward on
mother voyage of discovery in the
mysterious regions of the Arctic
Circle. What secrets of those un
known regions tills voyage may
cause to be yielded up we can only
guess at. It Is the hope of the gal
lant commander that land may be
found which shall come to have a
commercial value to the world. Per
haps—it Is anybody's guess—but if
such penetration of geographical se
crets is possible it would seem that
this present expedition Is equipped
to achieve that form of success.
Meantime our hearts expand with
admiration as in imagination we folfhe adventurers into the frozen
low tne auvemu c
north, and then sit patiently down to
wait the expected radio message of
the coming autumn.

$1.19

Suits

Union Suits

.59

$1.15

Shirts

Braces

Men’s

Suits
20%

———

360 MAIN STREET
,

.39

Discount

MONEY

ROCKLAND,
REFUNDED

IF

ME.

NOT SATISFIED

MAIL ORDERS FILLED IF ACCOMPANIED BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
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TWILIGHT LEAGUE OPENS
a decade; so good, in fact that he has
played semi-professionaily with the
strong Togus team.
He has pitched
82 innings this season and sent 150
men to the showers by the strikeout
route. He pitched one no-hit game,
and two games In which the opposing
teams scored only one hit each. His
steadiness was shown by the fact that
he passed only 13 men in the entire
season and his value as a batter
needs no further explanation than
that he had the remarkable average
of .617, making four home runs, a
triple and six doubles.
Other members who batted above
.300 were Grafton. .50#; Condon. .414;
Hall, .378; Stone, .325: Elliot, .311.
The team average was .330.
Aspiration to a sixth consecutive
championship is encouraged by tht
fact that the team loses only two

met^bv graduation—Feehan and Hall.
Condon, the backstop, has shown
ability as a pitcher during his ap
pearances on the mound
The team lias again been coached
by the principal of the school, L. C.
Sturtevant, who is considered one of
the best coaches in yie State today.
The schedule resulted thus:
Thomaston,
11 Waldoboro
10
Thomaston,
22 Vinalhaven,
4
Thomaston,
34 Friendship.
3
Thomaston.
14 Lincoln Academy, 3
Thomaston.
10 Boothbay,
4
Thomaston,
7 Camden,
4
Thomaston,
8 Union,
4
Thomaston,
8 Camden,
3
Thomaston,
22 Lincoln Academy, 3
Thomaston,
17 Vinalhaven,
0
Thomaston. 14 V. Haven, 5 inning, 1
Thomaston, 17 Rockland,
0
Total score. 184 Opponents,
39

MacDONALD RESIGNS

served in the 15th V. S. Cavalry and
Connecticut National Guard.
In addition to serving as secretary
of the Rockland Chamber of Com
merce he has been a right hand man
; for nearly every public undertaking,
and his cooperation has always heen
cheerfully given. He has a natural
' facultj- of making friends, and has
greatly extended his list here.

BOWDOIN PRIZE POEM

Wilbert Snow’s “Thanksgiv
ing” Wins In the Centen
ary Honor.
It was a Knox County boy that
Bowdoin College honored when it
selected from 25 poems submitted in
the prize contest the poem written
by Wilbert Snow, who was a gradu
ate of the class' of 1007. The Cou
rier-Gazette is enabled to print the
poem herewith from a copy supplied
by Its gifted writer. Its pictures of
a phase of life on the Maine coast
will appeal to our readers with a
poignancy that only real poetry is
capable of producing.

DINED AT CRESCENT

Forty Club Motored Thither For
Happy Hour At the New Inn.

Bowdoin Prize Poem. Centenary or the Grad
uation of Hawthorne and Longfellow.

THANKSGIVING

At a meeting of the directors of the
Chamber of Commerce yesterday af
temoon the resignation of Edward W.
MacDonald was received and accept
ed. and he will conclude his duties
with the organization the last of this
week. Mr. MacDonald's resignation
was couched in the following brief
Tl
terms:
I stroll again along the shore
“Having served as your secretary
Kicking away the snow on the tawny marshgrass.
**
for three years at a salary which
Listening to tlie voiee of tlie sea
just barely allowed me to get by, and
The tide is ebb. and the khaki rocks
being unable to continue on this basis,
Come out like lost battalions
Ready for festive maneuvers
I herewith tender my resignation to
On the yellow-green field of the bay.
take effect at your convenience.’’
Round them breakers. like civilians
Mr. MacDonald came to this city
Crowding, wave congratulations;
And the sunlight sparkling on the rockweed from Bristol. Conn., where he had
Close to the water’s edge
served from 1920 to 1922 as secretary
Kindles the periwinkles into radiance,
of the Chamber of Commerce. He
And dazzles the foam where the headTand
Plights troth with the changeable tide.
was formerly a professional ball
player with the Providence, Memphis
ni
and Sacramento teams and had

Thanksgiving!
And I, far away
From the shores of Pilgrim New England.
In the sun-baked heights of the West,
Ponder the smoke from niy pipe
Till into its rings of beech-blue
Seacoast pictures are set,
Gilded like coves at dawn
On the kelp-fringed coast of Maine.

From the windy, wave-battered beach,
With its iodine odor of kelp
And its salty infiltrate of freshness,
1 enter a little clump
Of birch trees, balsam, and spruces.
Whose limbs droop over the path
Witli a whispering, soothe
Benediction,
And whose roots stream away through brown
turf.
Gathering themselves in a cluster
Like myriad-branched candelabra
On moss-draped granite altars
B««*eat.h the blue wave of the sky.
In the distance a church bell is calling;
But the chant of the wind through the thicket.
And the incense from boughs bid me linger.
IV

From her down-stairs room grandmother hob
bles
(Mumbling half to herself
The comforting words of a psalm ;
Fret not thyself because of evil-doers,
either be thou envious against the workers
of iniquity
For they shall soon be cut off like the gra$3,
And wither as the green herb.”
The mother glows to see the large brood
Gathered contentedly round her;
The father, his pride held in leash.
Warns the hoys to remember their manners,
As lie raps the hoard twice for a blessing;
Then silence, and all through tlie circle
Runs a thought for their fathers’ God
Whom they awkwardly feel they have slighted.

Twilight thickens over the New England land
scape.
Snow begins falling, adding a hush to the
spirit of the late afternoon
The gra> and white shading sculptures a
more intimate world.
Heaven is nearer earth than we had ever sus
pected.
The gradually ?’»iing snow seems to come from
the weather-worn roofs of heaven
Whose eaves encircle the earth to shelter her
fugitive children.
Dr H W. Frohock, local health of- Through the gnarled limbs of an old apple tree
I look again :
fleer asks The Cour,er:f^*“e ‘?A"s Big flakes
are now falling, the earth is still.
nounce that health certificate holders, And a warmth filters into the dusk enveloping

befng food handlers mus^ene

Full size

B. V. D.

President

GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE COMPANY

At thc secular end of the table
Two sons on vacation from college
Bantering, cry for tlie wish-.bone;
In their faces a voluble jo.v
Only matched by the flush in their mother’s.
Whom they long to show love for,- instead
They garnish with praises her turkey;
And Mary, tJie stay-at-home sister,
Seizing her one autumn chance
For a glimpse into less stony pastures,
ivoposra, "Let's go on a sleigh ride
And dance in the New Harbor Grange Hall.’
The curve of her neck as she turns
To hold back the protests of grandma
Stirs up ruddy memories
Of a long-buried, favorite sister;
And smouldering glances reveal
The current Issue of ‘‘Billboard” Yearnings .... infinite longings—•
that die in the embers
contains this interesting item, which FHckera
Choked by tlie slag of restraint.

is republished for what it may be
worth:
-A new theatre syndicate is
to make its appearance in Maine, with
prominent residents of Portland. \\ aterville and Bangor as
Seven houses will be constructed, it is
reported.
In addition to he three
cities mentioned theaters will be I ...It
In Rockland. Brunswick. Rumiurd
and Houlton.’*

.79

Union

Negligee
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Pants

Genuine
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Khaki
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Amoskeag
Blue Wash
Shirts

Men’s
ideals and through good report and
evil report and in the face of manymortifying failures seek to realize
them. It is one of the things they
early learn to reckon with, that the
shortcomings of their publication
shall be searched out by an observ
ant constituency and remarked upon
—frequently not without accents of
scorn. But now and then their ears
are greeted by a kindlier note. Mr.
Walker in his communication, print
ed upon another page, suggests that
the directed policy of this paper
covering a period of years has not
altogether failed to realize the am
bition of those charged in any meas
ure with its production. It is al
most superfluous to add that his ap
preciative words have brought to
Thomaston High School played 12
ever member of the newspaper staff
games this season and finished the
the highest gratification.
schedule with an unbroken slate. It
When we spend our money for incidentally won the Knox and Lin
goods at the local store lt will al coln championship for a fifth con
ways be proper to keep in mind that secutive year, something which none
every cent of it that goes into Maine of the contenders had ever done pre
products helps promote prosperity viously.
Its total of 184 scores, as
here at home. In order consistently against T9 for its opponents shows the
to do this thing we should find out marked preponderance of its strength
this season.
In only one game did
what it is that Maine produces. In
the opposing team make more than
the field of canned goods, for ex half as many scores as Thomaston.
ample. There are no canneries any
With about the same team as last
where in the country that surpass year the championship was conceded
to
Thomaston. The most val
the goods turned out by the can
uable asset was. of course, Ramos
neries of Maine. Find out the line Feehan. thq moundsman, who is ad
of goods that these concerns pro mitted to he one of the best school-,
duce and ask the storekeeper always boy pitchers Maine has produced in

Residents along the Crescent Beach
road rubbed their eyes in amazement
yesterdaV noon as car after car went
roaring past in dusty, half-mile long
procession. It was the Forty Club
enroute to its dinner engagement al
the Crescent Beach Inn.
Arrival at the cool resort showed
that guests had augmented the ex
pected 60 to nearly 75. and it was a
jolly bunch that clattered into the
handsome rijjiing room. Music was
furnished by two imported musicians,
Caraveski on the accordion and Mark
Salveno on the flute. An excellent
dinner was served with lobster salad
and roast chicken as the hig guns
and a delicious strawberry shortcake
as a finisher. By unanimous vote the
feast was given unqualified approval.
An instance of the service was given
one member of the Forty Club who
was compelled to reach Rockland
post-haste
Proprietor Damon's car
was promptly offered. The Forty
Club enjoyed itself hugely and will
surely avail itself of Mrs. Damon's
fine hospitality again.
•
Schooner Morris * Cliff, formerly
owned at this port, was seized hv a
Coast Guard vessel Sunday and taken
to New London. Conn.
The vessel
carried 3000 cases of liquor, hidden
under lumber, the officials said.

CARS”

“USED

“GUARANTEED”
Our Used Cars are changing every day. If the car
you want isn’t on this list, we may have
it just the same.
1917 Buick Racer.......................................$ 75.00
1917
Buick Touring................................. 100.00
1917
Hudson«Touring............................ 125.00
1920
Nash Touring................................. 200.00
1920
Buick Touring................................. 200.00
1921
Studebaker Touring..................... 350.00
1922
Chevrolet Sedan............................ 350.00
1924
Chevrolet Coupe.............................. '450.00
1923
Dodge Sedan................................... 600 00
1921
Hudson Sedan............... .. .............. 650.00
1923
Hudson Coach.................................. 750.00
It will pay you to buy from a reliable firm
We Will Trade Your Old Car

SNOW-HUDSON CO•9 INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

’"essexi’
OPEN EVERY EVENING

TEL. 896

First Blood For Warren In a ThriHer and Chiller—Honors
For Rising When Camden Opens Season.
nierry reception, while the visitors
found Newbert a stumbling block.
The score:

THIS V/EEK’S GAMES

Tonight—Clark Island vs. Chisox.
Broadway; Fords vs. Central Maine,
Oakland.
Wednesday
night—'Ponies
vs.
Northern Lights, Broadway.
Thursday night—Clark Island vs.
Fords, Broadway.
Friday night—Warren vs. Chisox,
Broadway.

Warren 12

ab r bh po a e
Cross ss ................... 3 1 1 0 3 2
Averill. 2b ............... 5 1 2 1 4 0
Newbert, p ............. 4 1 2 0 2 fi
Wentworth, cf ........ 4 2 2 2 0 9
Walker, lb .............. 5 1 3 12 0 0
McFarland, c .......... 5 0 0 S 3 0
• • • «
Moody, if ................ 2 3 1 1 1 1
Camden 2, Gardiner 1
Robinson, 3b ........... 5 1 2 I 1 0
Gilbert Patten, skilled novelist that
4 2 2 1 0 0
he is, couldn't have evolved a more Wylie, rf ..................
Meal baseball situation than that
37 12 15 27 14 3
which was presented in Saturday s
Thomaston 2
game at Camden.
The sporting
ab r bh PO a e
editor is still bemoaning the fate
4 0 3 1 1 0
which took him to the MacMillan Lindsey, ss .............
4 1 0 1 3 0
celebration in Wiscasset, instead of Hinckley. 3b ...........
0 0 2 1 0
to his favorite sport, but from the L. Sawyer, 2b ........ 4
S 0 2 4 2 0
sidelines is able to gather the infor M. Sawyer, c ..... ..
Condon, p ............... 4 8 0 0 1 fi
mation that it was a piping contest
with two siar pitchers on the mound, Stone, rf .................. & 1 1 1 0 0
E. Sawyer, If ......... 3 0 0 1 0 1
and first honors going to Rockland's
Vinal, If................... 2 0 1 5 1 0
pride, young Elmer Rising—signed
Elliot, lb .................. 4 • 0 9 0 0
for the season by the Camden man
agement.
35 2 7 24 11 1
Camden presented in its lineup five
Warren ........... 0 3 0 7 0 0 2 fi
12
Bates men. the college quintet being
Thomaston....... 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0— 2
supplemented by Rising of Rock
Struck out, by Newbert 9, by Conland and Grindle, Ogier and Thomas,
don 4. Bases on balls, off Newbert 6,
plucked from native heath. One of
oft Condon 4. lpt by pitcher. Cross,
the Bates men is Jimmy Young, who
Vinal. Two-base hits, Wylie, Went
is again the team's pilot, and who
worth, Averill 2. Lindsey. Umpires.
will endeavor to do as well on the
H. Brown and John Upton. Scorer.
third pillow as he did at second last
Bert Kenniston.
season.
• • • •
The Hazzards. knowing Camden
of old, brought along a smart com
Ford stock dropped away beiow par
bination with Davidson, a Holy Cross in Warren Friday night, when the
flinger on the firing line, Had his team bearing the. illustrious Henry's
' catcher ‘heen ‘tietter
'
• story
•
the
might name was defeated 12 to 0 hy War
have been longer.
ren. Cross held the visitors to a
The fact remains that Rising solitary bingle. and fanned 11. Sawfanned 18 men. and on several oc- yer hit safely in each of his five
trips to the plate. one biff being a
predicaments. On such occasions double. The score:
there was a beatific expression on
Watrtn
countenance of Edward Bok, wF
ab r bh po a e:
devotion to BasebalMom made r
Sawyer, 2b ......
6 2 5 « 2 0
sible the signing of the Rockl
Averill, rf ......
4 1 2 0 0 0
pitcher, and whose familiar prese
Wentworth, cf .
4 2 1 » 0 0bark of the catcher furnished
Newbert, ws ....
4 12 3 2 fi
piration for the team which ht ii
Walker, lb ......
3 1 0 6 o o'
Camden fans as a whole shared Mr. McFarland, c ...
4 2 0 11 0 o|
lok's delight, and Rising found hitn Moody, If ........
4 fi 1 0 0 fi
loyally and generously supporting,
Cross, p ............
4 1 2 1» 2 0'
seif the recipient of an ovation ever Robinson, 3b ..
3 2 1 0 o o;
time he went to the plate.
35 12 14 21 6 01
by <
Ford Motor Co.
1
and Davis of Gardiner. Ogier
ab r bh PO a e J
Copeland. 3b ...
3 0 1 1 3 0
occasion by making , a clean
Hallowell, lb ...
3 0 0 4 0 01
College calibre, that lad.
Johnson, If ......
3 0 0 2 0 ol
Simmons, cf ....
3 0 0 0 o ol
Camden.
2 0 0 5 o o1
The score:
McLeod, p .....
2 0 0 1 0 2
Camden
2 0 0 0 -0 0,
Benner, rf .....
ab r bh tb po
2 0 0 1 4 I1
ft 0 »
Small, if ____
Kessel, 2b .......
2 0 0 4 1 2
— — — —
M. Jordan, lb .
4 5
1
►1
2 2
Karkos. cf, c .
22 0 1 18 8 5
1 15
Grindle. c, rf .
Warren ....... 0 0 5 3 0 4 x—12
0 3
C. Jordan, 2b .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0
F. M. Co...........
Ogier, ss .........
Struck out. by Cross 11, by McLeod
Young. 3b
5. Two-base hits. Cross, Sawyer,
Thomas, rf, cf .
Newbert.
Umpires, Thomas and
Rising, p .........
Brown. 8corer, Kenniston.
28 2 10 12 27
Hazzards

Turner, 3b ........
Kelley, cf.........
Webb, 2b ..........
Davis, if ............
Dolan, c ............
Merrifield, ss
Gog gin, lb ....
I^mlneaux, rf
Ruasell, rf .......
Davidson,

p

..

ab r bh tb po
0
t
0
s
0

•
1
0
0 0 0

9

2

Jewett
Coach
$
1260

Give Us 30 Minutes

You’re buying a car. If you
drive one hour a day for three
years, that’s 65,700 minutes.
30 minutes seems insignificant
doesn’t it?

F. O. B. Detroit, tax extra

Yet —spend 30 minutes at
the wheel of a Jewett Coach
and three years from now,
after you’ve driven it 30,000
miles—yes, 50,000—you’ll look
back to the most profitable
30 minutes you ever invested.
Give us 30 minutes! We’ll
give you the greatest perform
ance thrill you ever had.
It’s the greatest Jewett ever
built. Drive a winner! <5»-j>

Hydraulic four-wheel brakee
(Lockheed type) at »li<ht extra ca

JONES & KNIGHT
Sales and Service (E. O. Philbrook A Son Garage)
Telephone 466-W
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL
AT

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

• • e e

Warren 3, Snipers 2
The newly organized Knox County t
'IMIllght League got away to u Hying
start at Community Park last night
when Warrei) defeated the Sulpere
(Southend team) 3 to 2. Thc spec
tators shivered In the raw breeer. but j
stuck manfully to their poets, und
were rewarded by a contest which
was decidedly creditable to the ama
teur r..
Warren looked top-heavv on paper,
hut even with Cross on the mound
had & man’s sized job in toppling
Brackett's youngsters.
Brackett,
himself, has heen out of the L-an.e
sane time, but he was ceriainly the
Mine's whiskers last night, espe
cially at the initial sack, where he
had starred ln other days.
Passed balls figured in al! af War
ren's runs and Warren's tww errors j
were Instrumental in the Snipers'scores, but outside of that fire game
was exceedingly well played.
One
pleasing feature was the excellent
show ing made by the High Bchooi I
hoys, Putnam, E. Montgomery and
Hopkins. Thc score:

A White Enamel Top Table, heavy

$8,75

33 1 4 7*23 14 2
Metal, Pure White Enamel, sturdy
• Young out on foul bunt on third
construction.
One large, handy
strike.
•
Camden ............ 02000000 x—2
drawer. Only.......................................
Gardiner .......... 00001000 0—1
Two-base hits, M. Jordan, Karkos,
Davis. Three-hade hit. Davis. Bases
on balls, off Davidson 4. Struck out,
by Rising 18. by Davidson 5. Double
* .1
play, Ogier, C. Jordan and M. Jordan.
Passed halls. Dolan 2. Sacrifice hits.
313-319 Main St.
L. Marcus.
Tel. 745-J
Young and C. Jordan. Stolen base,
Ogier. Umpires, Kennedy and Bar
ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE
ber. Scorer, F. Magee.
1
• • • *
Warren added another scalp to its
Snipers
Warren
Warren ................... 10 10 0 1 0—3
belt Saturday when it won a one
ab r bh tb po a e
ab r bh tb po a e Snipers,.......... ........... 1 1 0 0 0 0 0—2
sided victory over Thomaston. The
Newbert. ss........ 3 1
lb ........ 3 0 0 0 1 2 Ol Twovbase hits.
Averill. Cross.
home team gave Condon a somewhat
lb ...... 1 1 1 1 9 0 0 Bases on balls, oft Kalloch 1. Struck
Averill, rf _____ 4 1
3 0 1 1 3 0 1 out, by Cross 10, hy Kalloch 3. Passed
Sawyer, 2b ........ 3 0
Foster, c
1JB8 .... 3 0 0 0 5 1 1 balls, by Foster 3. Stolen bases. E.
Wentworth, cf .. 3 1
A Dollar Spent With
0 0 Kalloch. ) .......... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 Montgomery. Umpires, Sullivan and
Walker, lb ........ 3 0
meryj?b'2 1 0 0 1 5 0 Snow. Scorer, Winslow. ' ‘
McFadden, c .... 3 0
the Home Merchant
..,•••»
0 0 Perry, cf
2 0 0 0 0 ft 0
Moody. If .........
3 0
Circnlatea at Home
0 i Hopkins, If ..... 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
Robinson, 3b .... ‘ 3 0
The Warren team will play the fast
Oi F.Montgomcry.rf
Cross, p ............ 3 ft
0 Damariacottit team next Saturday at
and Helps Hone Trade
■ — Ihe Warren-------- J•-

STONINGTON FURMURE CO.

Every-Other-Day

Talk
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of the town

NINE FEET WIDE

HOUSEWARMING

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
June 26—Firs! baptist pica-' at Oakland
Park.
June 26—Baseball—Botary va Forty Club
at Coiunttinlty Park.
June 26—Ash Point Church supper and en
tertainment.
June 26—Vlnalharen—25th anniversary ef
Colon church.
June 27—(Baseball) Canidve Ta Westbrook,
In Canuleu.
June 27—Opening Day at Childrca's Play
ground.
July 4—Independence Day
July 4—Governors at Canuien.
July 6—Alontby meeting of the City Gov
ernment
July 6-20 Annual Held day period ctJtdlU
Coast Artillery ak Portland.
July 17—Organ reeilal by James J. O'Hara
at First Baptist church.
July 2b—Slate Assessors meet at tht Court
Mouse
July 30— Thomaston—Edith Marshall Clark
Company, Methodist chinch.
Aug. 3-4 Thomaston County Fair.
Aug 12—Ladles Baptist Circle (Rockport)
Midsummer Fair
'Sept 7—Lafcor Ilay Celebra'lun, Rockland,
Community and School lmpr yvement AssociaI’w
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sept, 14- Referendum vote on Kennebec
Bridge amendment.
Sepi. 24—Conference of New Kugland Re
publican Women, Portland.
Sept 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of WC.
T.U. In Auburn
Oct. 1-3—Maine Musical Festival, Bangor.
Oct. 4-7 - Maine Musical Festival, Portland.
Oct. 8-9—(Maine Musical Festival, LewisIon
Oct 28-Xov. 2—New England Fruit Show
at Boston.
Oct. 23-36—Maine Teachers’ Cogvenllon,
Portland.

Weather This Week

The arrival and departure of
guests during the vacation season Is
of interest both to them and their
friends.
The Courier-Gazette Is
glad ,to print such Items of social
news and will thank its friends to
supply lt with Information In this
connection.

Frdd Smallwood Is employed
chef at the Narragansett Hotel.

cs

Philip Rounds, who graduated from
Rockland High School last week has
entered the employ of the Central
Maine Power Co.

The school vacation season opened
yesterday and it seemed to be a
unanimous vote on the part of the
kids it is already a success,

Mrs. Ruth Sanborn fell at Oakland
Park while dancing Saturday night,
and broke two bones in one of her
wrists. She was ti^ten to Knox Hos
pital.
Invitations have been lesued for the
formal opening of Crescent Reach
Inn, which takes place next Satur
day evening.
Dinner will be served
at 6.30 and will be followed by danc
ing.
Alden W. Allen, who has been
principal of Rockland High School
thc past year, has resigned to accept
the prlnclpalship of the High School
In MilUrockB^-Whil*. a town of ;ijOi)<f
inhabitants, or less, this has one of the
finest school buildings in the State
costing about half a million dollars
and Mr. Allen is looking forward
with pleasure to his new duties.

Next Sunday will be observed as
Flower Mission Day at the State
Prison.
Persons having flowers
they are willing to donate for this
purpose will kindly leave them at the
Baptist chapel, where they will be
gratefully received.
Frank Sabatelli and his orchestra
are at the Samoset again this season,
after a successful winter at Nassau.
The saxaphone player, drummer and
pianist are new men, and lt Is a drive
which is bound to give much satis
faction to the Samoset guests..

An excellent piece of newspaper
enterprise is the Newagen edition of
the Bath Times. Issued as a souvenir,
of the dinner given In honor of Don
ald B. MacMillan on the eve of his
departure from Wiscasset. Much of
the material is written in a humorous
vein, and it makes a very entertain
ing issue.

K

If you claim to love
America with your whole
heart, don’t you believe
that you should do some
thing for the nation with
your time and money?

Ku Klux Kian.
*T

CHISHOLM’S

CHOCOLATES
Are made from the beet

of everything.

A special

blend of Chocolate Coating

combined with

Nut and

Fruit Centers make these

Chocolates truly groat.

75c POUND
'

‘

• . • • • •

*

Jf -

CHISHOLM BROS.

Opp* Waiting Room

ROCKLAND

PUBLIC CAR
7-Passenger Buick Sedan
Go Anywhere
STAND:
AT WEYMOUTH’S STORE

A. E. SAUNDERS
ROCKLAND

“I live in a little house but my
windows open on a wide, wide
world," might truthfully have been
written about the home of .Maine's
famous poetess, Edna St. Vincent
MAIN STREET, OPPOSITE LINDSEY
Millay, who on Tuesday will read
before
tlie Literary Institute at Bow
All our friends and the public are cordially invited
doin College and on Wednesday will
to call and inspect our new quarters
%
address the student body there.
The famous little house, without
2:00 to 5:30 P. M.
doubt one of the shrines of lovers of
EDWIN H. CRIE
poetry, is so tucked away ln an ubttcure corner of Greenwich village
473 Main St., Rockland •
that It Is like looking for the pro
verbial needle in a haystack to find
HP
it.
Cherry lane, where the poetess has
Miss Virginia Sargent ts employed
Miss Amanda Wood is employed as made her home, was once, far hack
in the office of Dr. James Kent.
phone clerk at the Western Union ln Revolutionary days, a cow path,
telegraph office during the summer. crossing the old Gomez estate, and
while it now has the prosaic name
Ernest Maxey Is employed by . the Her experience as a telephone opera
tor serves liar In good stead, and of Commerce street, commerce lias
Central Maine Power Co.
many Western Union patrons recog long since passed lt by and now,
after more than a century and a
nize the voice with a smile.
The regular meeting of Ivanhoe
half, lt has once more come into Its
Temple, Pythian Bisters, will be held
Rev. H. G. Kennedy, who spoke own and as Cheery lane it is now
tomorrow evening at 8 o’clock.
at the First Baptist church Sunday known—at least to the colony of ar
morning, is field secretary for Maine tists who live there.
At last, driven almost to despera
William F. Wood of this city wat of the Lord's Day League of New
one of this year’s honor men of the England. He is a very strong speak tion, and meeting almost no one
First group at Phillips Exeter his er" and presented ln graphic fashion along the way who look as if they
seepnd year at that school.
some of the forces that are operat ever heard of Renascence or of a
Fig gathered from Thistles, one
ing to un-Americanize this country,
turns a sharp corner and comes to
The handtub Albert R. Havener
,p little green fence with a gate
was brought out of winter captivity
Frank T. Barker, who for many
Going gingerly
last night and squirted pepplly tn years was janitor of local banks ts swinging open.
anticipation of the Fourth of July today celebrating his 77th birthday. down two little brick steps and
muster at Topsham. There will he Mr. Barker now makes his home with walking a few paces, there it is in
another rehearsal
next
Monday A. Walker Brewster In Owl's Head, the most unlooked-for place, flank
ed on either side by larger houses,
night at the same place.
i but runs uptown occasionally to swap
which give it an air of being well
greetings with old friend of whom he
protected and chaperoned.
i
has
a
countless
number
around
the
Thursday afternoon from 2 o'clock
Before we enter the house, let us
'
city.
He
is
active
for
his
years
and
until 5.30 a housewarming will be
have a look at the garden. It is a
enjoys
tolerably
good
health.
held at the line new store of the
lot perhaps 30 feet square, in the
Crie Gift Shop at the Brook. Refresh
center of which is a concrete foun
Fred
M.
Blaekington.
Edward
Con

ments will be served and several
tain and bird bath. In the latter a
ners,
Charles
Schofield.
William
J.
happy surprises are in store for those
few swdns—little ones made of
Sullivan
and
a
Courier-Gazette
re

who visit the handsome establish
. celluloid
cent
—were
disporting
them
porter motored to Togus Sundaj' and1 {selvi
ment.
es in the April sunshine, and a
along with numerous other Bock
" J sign admonished us not to “feed the
land fans saw Togus swallow the
The Elks, at their June session las', Bath team with an ease which did swans."
Others directed us to "Keep Oft
night were regaled with a regular not indieate that there would be an
Grass,”
“Don't
Pick
the
hotel menu for the supper: Penobscot attack of indigestion. The score was the
Flowers," etc., even though the sun
river salmon with egg sauce; green 9 to 0.
The delegation above men(garden) peas; new potatoes; straw tione,i got away to a late start, and baked earth was as hard as flint and
berry shortcake; doughnuts, cheese, experienced some of the mishaps tc not a blade of grass had dared poke
coffee. Five candidates were bal which any well regulated motor car through, ln the midst of this beau
loted on and accepted and much im is liable, but Air. Blaekington and his tiful (?) garden stood an bonest-togoodness-State-of-Maine scarecrow,
portant business was transacted.
guests saw three innings of the game on its breast a placard with the one—which was a great plenty. Dinner word "Poem."
Capt. Charles R. Magee was notified at Beach Farm Inn in Jefferson
Now for the house. It's about as
Thursday of the death of his uncle, proved the truth of the good words
quaint as one can possibly Imagine.
Capt. I. H. Howard in New Bedford, which are being spoken about that
Think of it, only nine feet wide,
Mass. Funeral services were held establishment of this season.
three feet wider than your daven
yesterday at the Burpee parlors and
port. less than three feet wider than
interment made in Rockport. Capt.
Good progress is being made in the the average high Bchooi football
Howard will be remembered by the installation of the two new lime kilns player is tall, and yet it is three
Entering stories high.
older residents for he sailed out of on the Thomaston road.
Rockland and Camden for many into the construction will be 160 tons
Its tiny latticed windows, swing
of steel, the transportation of which ing out to catch the spring sun
years.
from the gondola cars on the Old De shine on the sill boxes and pots of
This is the afternoon of tlie get-to pot siding to the cement plant was a Powers, and its artistic little green
gether of the letter men of the Rock task which would have staggered door, with its wrought iron lantern
anybody else but Fred Al. Blacking- and brass knocker, are all in per
land High School. This means that
ton, who, by the way, concedes that fect proportion. It’s a dream house,
every male person, old or young
it was thc hardest job of that sort a [cull house, the home of a poet, and
wjio has ever won the right to wear
that he has ever undertaken.
Each It stands In Cherry Lune. Its origin
the coveted "ft” should be at the
foundation piece weighed 12*4 tons,
postoffice this noon, armed with a pic and the loading, conveying and un equid be even sweeter, for it was
nic lunch and an automobile if he has loading of those birds was a Job once a candy factory.
The house has three floors. On
one. The host will be Director Phil which required ingenuity, strength
Jones and the place Hatchet Moun and plenty of good equipment. And the first, us you enter the little
green door, is the reception hall, a
tain Camp.
Air. Blaekington Is long on all three. kitchen and breakfast nook. On the
The Job was completed ln one week second, two bedrooms and bath, and
Oakland Park on Friday afternoon without scratch or an accident. The on the top and third floor tlie studio.
and everting will he the gathering kiins will stand 52 feet above the ce Here too is the piano, for Miss
place for friends of the First Baptist ment foundation, which in itself is a Millay is a musician as well as a
church when the annual outing will massive structure.
poetess.
take place. Axel Brunberg will have
She is on her way motoring to
BIG LIQUOR HAUL
charge of the sports and the ladies
.Maine, accompanied by her hus
will serve their famous baked bean
band. Eugene J. Boissevain; her
Mhen federal prohibition agents, mother, (Mrs. Cora B. Millay, and by
supper. Those persons not solicited
assisted
by
Coast
Guardsmen
and
a
for food are requested to toke cake
her sister, and husband. Kathleen
or pastry, and all should provide fish warden seized the French schoon Millay and Howard Irving Young,
er Cherie with 3280 cases ot liquor the playwright. (Mrs. Millay and the
their own dishes.
valued at between 1250,000 and $300,- Youngs will spend the summer or
'It is all right to talk about Florida 000, off Swan’s Island, Sunday after part of lt, at Camden, where the
and California, but when it comes to noon they established a new record former has a cottage. The Boissereal high-powered publicity one must ift big seizures, according to a state vians will go to their country home
look to Toronto, Canada. The Ameri ment hy Federal Prohibition Agent in New York.—Boston Globe.
can Osteopathic Association is hold Seth May of Auburn, Monday morn
ing its annual convention there, and ing. The capture of the Cherie was
Cancer is not contagious. But
to each of the 3500 members Mayor tlie result of several weeks' careful
those caring for a patient
work
by
the
prohibition
agents
under
Thomas Foster of Toronto wrote a
should always burn dressings
the
direction
of
Director
May.
personal letter of welcome to "a city'
used about the person.
of ■ homes and hospitality.” It car
Rockland Red Cross.
Willie was five years o|d and went
ries a picture of the city's sky line
and a paragraph of pleasing propa- to church every Sunday with some
other small boys, each one having a
anda.
1926
1885
penny. But one Sunday he went to
Thc Scottish Rite bodies held their church with his mother and when rfflfcnfr
annual meetings last Friday night the collection was being taken up, he
asked:
and elected these officers: Rockland
"Ma, have you got a penny?"
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Lodge of Perfection—J. A. Rlchan. T.
"No,” said his mother,
P. M.; E. V. Allen, D. M.; H. L. Rich
WALDOBORO, ME.
“Then take mine. I'll get under
ards, S. \V.; E. C. Payson, J. W.,
the seat."
W. S. Rounds. M. of C.; C. A. Knick
erbocker, CL; J. E. Stevens, secretary;
BORN
Albert and Percy, having dined too
A. I. Mather, treasurer; A. W. Greg
bawrv —-Rockland. June 18. tn Air end >tr«
well
at
their
London
club,
were
on
ory, H.: 8. M. Duncan, T.; Rock
Orrin Lawry, a daughter-lnci Larralne.
land Council. Princes of Jerusalem— their waj' home in Percy's little
sporty
two-seater.
After
several
nar

E. C. Payson, S. P.; E. K. Gould, H.
MARRIED
Dav-Burgeas- Rockland, June 22. by Rev.
P.; W: R. Lufkin. At. of I.; C. E. row escapes (rom qaMslon said Al
bert
to
Percy,
“
I
shay,
ole
fella,
do
0
W.
Smarl,
Laforeat
Day and Ustlier M
Morse. At. of C.; W. 8. Rounds, O.;
Burgess. hotli of Rockland.
J. A. Richan, M. of C.; A. W. Greg drive more carefully." To which
(Alealcy-tiray—iRockland lYb. 28 1924. by
ory, H.; S. M. Dunean, S.; A. I. Percy replied in an- astonished tone. Rev. O 'W. tjluart. Fred J. Mealey and MarlMather, treasurer; J. E. Stevens, sec 'What, me? Dash tt, old sport, .1 etta Cray, both of Rockland.
Plillbrook-Cbandler—Vinalhaven, June 20.
retary; Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose thought you were driving !"
by D H. Blldden, J. P„ Charles riillbrook
Croix—H. L. Richards. M. W. M.;
and Sites Ruth Chandler, both of Vlnalhnven
Packard Kackllff—Rockland, June 20, by
George T. Stewart, S. W.; George W.
Rev. If. P. Browne, Vesper L. Paclt»rd of War
Smith, J. \V.: J. E. Stevens, secre
ckland.
ren and Allas Ellen Rackllff of Roc!
tary; A. I. Mather, treasurer; J. A.
Richan, Al. of C.; W. S. Rounds, O.;
DIED
C. 11. Duff, H.; Freeman A. Stan
Ingraham—Caribou, June 19, tMark E. Inley, G.; S. AL Dunean, S.
graham, a native of Camden, aged 74 years

THURSDAY, JUNE 25

Off for a
Tramp

in the Field
On a hot summer day a
most a necessity, to your boy.
An

open

collar

and ^hort

sleeves make the blouse cool

and allow the boy freedom of
action which outdoor pfSy de
mands. They are well tailored,

made of strong fabrics, sewn
with double-stitched seams.
An

important

feat^c, of

course, is the fact that tKtfy are
Raymond Bridges has enlisted in
the 5tji Infantry.

Yet House Is Three Stories
High—Home of Edna St.
Vincertt Millay.

CRIE S tlft SHOP

Sport Blouse is a comfort, al

Weather outlook for the week In
North Atlantic States: Mostly fair
first half and some possibility of
showers the latter half; temperatures
near normal most of the week.

rage i nree

absolutely color fast, {fir the
sun is hot and laundering is

frequent in summer tim^,

Kaynee
Sport Blouses $1.00 t(F$2.oo.
Boy’s Camping Clothes, Jer
seys, Flakier Pants, Hats.

Gregory’s
Gladys Klavk and hqr company arq
cauithg to to the -Strand Theatre and
will appear in one of the latest New
York successes, “Her Temporary
Husband."

The cabaret and supper
gregational church will
Thursday evening.
The
meats, salads, vegetables
berry shortcake.

at tlie Con
take place
menu: cold
and straw

The W. C. T. V- invites those in
terested ln temperance and missions
to picnic with them at Benner Htl!
chapel Wednesday at 10.30 a. m
Those who do not go by auto can
take the Highland car, and leave the
car at Sherer’s Lane. Those who
desire to ride from car for 'further
information can telephone 48-4.
Selwyn Kershaw, start correspond
ent of the Portland Press Herald in
Rockland, for the past eight months,
has resigned his position and leaves
Saturday to assume ills duties as
state editor of the Wurcester.j.Mass.)
livening Gazette.
Mr. Kershaw, in
addition to being a vigorous pursuer
of local news, has exhibited another
valuable newspaper trait, that of be
ing a good mixer.
Friends regret to
have him leave.

The semi-annual meeting and out
ing of the Men's Brotherhood Bible
Glass of the First Baptist church
will again he at Snow's Gamp Catawamteak, Spruce Head, Wednesday
June 24.
$upper will be served a:
7 o'clock In charge of thc "Reds.''
but both "Blues" and "Reds" are to
bripg either fruit or pastry. Autot
will leave the church at 6 o'clock
but those who can may go’ earlier
an^ others may come late#. The
usual good time is expected and all
are urged to be present.

The Bible vacation school opened
Monday at the First Baptist church
With 100 children In attendance. The
teachers conducting the school are
Miss Marlon Brawn, principal. Miss
Gertrude Lowe, primary superintedent: Miss Kda Knowlton, dramatics;
Miss Wlnola Rlchan. musical direc
tor; Rev. B. P. Browne. Bible stories;
Miss Esther Sanborn, handicraft;
A week of commencement festivi
Misses Clarlbel Lowe, Louise Anderaon, Altena Brown. Wilma Carrol, ties closed Saturday night with the
handicraft; Raymond Pendleton, boys' graduation banquet at the Thorn
dike Hotel, a dinner party which
work; Miss Edna Gregory, pianist.
was delightful in all its appoint
ments and thoroughly enjoyed by tht
Those who patronize thc sapper at graduates and their guests—102 In
the Congregational church Thursday all. Mayor C. F. Snow handled the
evening will have the pleasure,at thc post prandial exercises in his usual
same tithe of attending an entertain gracious and witty manner, and in
ment which will be in tlie form of a troduced the speakers of the even
oaharet. The supper will bg^erved ing, Principal Allen.
Submaster
from 6 to 7.30, and the progrkin will Phillips. Airs. Lena K. Sargent, Aiiss
be a continuous one with the-'dqllow- Marion Norton, Miss Ethel Howard
lng participants: Mrs. Nettle Bird and Miss Doris Black. The class
Frost of Lisbon, N. H.; Miss Kath prophecy was read by Miss Eleanor
ryn F. Hooper of Camden; Alt's. Lydia Snow and required of her no small
■Storer, Mrs. E. F. Berry, Miss Kather amoupt of ingenuity to dispose of
ine Buffum, Miss Beulah Rokes. Har her 80 classmates. She did it. how
old Greet). Charles A. Rose, Mary ever, to the complete satisfaction oi
Wasgatt, Mrs. Grace RolliflIC'Dean a greatly amused audience.
There
Hull. Jack Black, Dorothy Lawry was further cause of hilarity when
and Madeline Coffey.
The program the class gifts came. These were
will be a varied one and altogether a presented hy Helen Fifield for the
very pleasant evening ts promised.
girls and Jasper Chapin for the
hoys. The class president, Philip
Rounds, being called upon said that
CABARET and SUPPER actions
speak louder than words, and
at the
assisted by Raymond Perry brought
tn pound boxes of candy for the
CONGREGATIONAL VESTRY
feminine guests, and “smokes" for
at 0:00 P. M.
tlie -young men. The banquet wnp

+

ewty grave

DANCE
: : AT THE : i

New Century Hall

North Waldoboro

Wednesday Evening,
June 24
i t Mueie by : :

Marston’s Orchestra

Uobluson -&L Georg?, June 22. Cheater C.
Robinson, aged 34 year*, U ununths, 18 days.
Funeral from late residence Wednesday at 2
p. iu standard
Rhodes -.Rockland, June 21, Mary A.,
daughter of Frank $ and. Hazel (AchorR)
Rhodes, aged 2 years, 6 months, 7 days.
Gray—Rockland, June 21, Richard H. Gray,
r.aed 73 years
Funeml Wednesday aftermum at 2 o’clock from Rurnee parlors
Hacker—Providence, R. I , June 20. Frank
L Eacker, aged 54 years, 9 months, 3 days.
Burial in Lockland.
Grant—Rockland, June 21, Howard Grant,
aged 55 ycifs. 1 month, 12 days
Funeral
Thursday forenoon at 19 o’clock from Burpee
parlors.
Howard—New Bedford. Mass.. June HL
Isalati Howard, aged 84 years, 8 months, 10
days.
Burial iti Rockport.

74*75

Concerning Dishes
The V. F. Studley, Inc., usual special this week concerns itself with Dishes
and remarkable values are to be found.

42 Piece $4.98

Gold Band Pattern

SUPPER and PLAY
Friday, Jnhe 26

ODD FELLOWS HALL
TENANT’S HARBOR

Owl’S Head Town Hall

Wednesday Evening,
June 24

Supper served at 6 o’clock

Come and Have a Good Time

—AT—

Daylight 8aving

—By—
Ladies of the Ash Point Baptist

Danceland Syncopators
Will Furnish Snappy Music

100 Piece $12.98

Decorated Sets

Border Pattern

V. F< studley inc.
283 MAIN STREET.

$60.80

ROCKLAND

Tel. 713.

WANTED
SECOND HAND

$60.80

RANGES
We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Quick Sales

Small Profits
Tells Price

560.80

$60.80

Tank Extra

Made in Banger

V.
F. STUJDLEY
INCTelephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
IN CASE OF FIRE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The many calls made of late years
upon the fire department ot the City
of Rockland by neighboring towns
not equipped with sufficient fire
fighting apparatus of their own gives
the tax payers of this city ground
for thought. Tlie city maintains a
department of such strength that It
receives as high an insurance ruling
Hs any cities in Alaine except Port
land and Bangor. Tlie question
arises as to the wisdom of allowing
this dearly bought protection to
serve in other communities, thereby
leaving tilts city open to hazzard.
The present department consists
of two combination chemical, iiose
engines equipped with powerful
pumps; one steam fire engine, three
hose companies and one hook and
ladder company.
Four full-time
men are quartered at the fine new
Central Fire Station and the chief is
a well paid, capable engineer. As a
matter of fact the Insurance under
writers rate Chief Albert R. Havener
with the best men of the State. The
total cost of the department is be
tween $12,000 and $15,000 annually.
According to statistics calls the
past year have been answered from
Rockport, Rockville, West Rockport.
Thomaston, Owl’s Head, Warren
and South Thomaston. A month
ago one machine made a continuous
six hour pump at Union, a pumping
engine from Belfast responding to
the same call pumping one hour.
The policy of the city In times past
has been hit or miss, charges being
made In some Instances, and where
the service was brief, no record be
ing made. In all cases It Jias been
the custom to make the charge nor
mal, 1. e. only the actual cost of op
eration. It seems high time that
some definite stand be taken, the
"big brother, trade with me" atti
tude abandoned and a plan of mutual
cooperation adopted. Common sense
dictates that every town should
have a chemical equipped pumping
unit. In case a town has such
equipment and developes a ha'rd
Are, Rockland should respond, free
of charge. On the other hand ln
case of a conflagration in this city
just so many additional pumping
engines would he available for all
these towns are within a few min
utes emergency drive. This would
give a mutual advant c" too great
to express.
On the other hand those
towns which do not equip properly
should be charged as is the universal
custom, $50 per hour per engine, also
the actual time of the men.
Boston haa developed this mutual
aid system to sueh a degree that
tappers are Installed in certain sta
tions in Cambridge. Chelsea, Somer
ville and neighboring Cities and their
engines respond to all second and
third alarms, the Boston department
returning the aid In case of multiple
alarms In the cooperating cities.
So—why not establish a precedent
—no charge for out-of-town calls
where towns have pumping engines,
snd $50 per hour per engine for
towns not so equipped.

Tax Payer.
Rockland, June 18, 1925.

GRAND OPENING

66 Piece $8.98

GIVEN FREE

PEMAQUID TAVERN
NOW

PEMAQUID

BEACH

OPEN FOR

THE

SEASON

SERVES

MAINE’S FINEST SHORE DINNERS
TELEPHONE 407-13

75-90-T&S

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

STRAW HATS
CLEANED
Made as Good as New
-ALSO-

FELT HATS and CAPS
CLEANED

PANAMAS BLOCKED

PHILIP SULIDES
POOL ROOM
Across from Strand Theatre

75-tf

In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA^IEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
88-tf

Celebrate the 4th
BUY YOUR

Fireworks
: : At : :

JIM’S CORNER
A full and complete line of Assort
ments, Fancy Sky Rockets, Roman
Candles and Set Pieces, to take to the
country or seashere.
CHINESE CRACKERS
SALUTES

RED AfUD GREEN FIRE
TORPEDOES

* i *'

SPARKLERS
COME EARLY AND

LfeAVE YOUR ORDER
****¥****»<««*

»

*

*

SVILL
IF TAKEN AWAY

Call 340
From 8:00 A. M. to 2:00 P. M.
l.AA
a.AA B AS

JIM’S CORNER
352 MAIN STREET

fcOCKLAftb, ME.

a

Every-Other-Da?
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DRY FORCES EARNEST

“THIS KARNAK IS SOME

SOUTH THOMASTON,

Mrs. Oscar Emery and children of
EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.
' Camden are guests of her parents.
BOSTON and BANGOR LINE
tarn Runners and Border
' Mr. aiul Mis. Merrill Harllett, for the
Standard Time
.
.summer.
Jumpers Will Be Looked
except
Sunday)
M., Winterport
2.45 P. M.»
Leave Bangor
ngor (daily t
__ ________
____at_ 2 P. ___
_____ .Mrs. Fred Gilchrest has been hav
ucksport 3.30 1.
P. —
M.,.---------------Belfast 5 P. —
M.,
Camden 5.45 P....»
M.,----Rockland 8 P.
Bucksport
.----------------------After In Maine, Officials
ing a very uncomfortable time from
due Boston following morning about 7o’clock Return: Leave Boston 6 P. M.
I a carbuncle on her face.
(Daylight Saving Time). Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M.
Say.
Camden 5.45 A. M., Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucksport 8.45 A. M.» Winterport
I South Thomaston furnished four
9.15 A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.
»
members for the graduating class in
Every effort of prohibition enforce
Rockland High School Thursday
ment forces will be thrown Into the
BAR HARBOR and BLUE HILL LINES
night—Sterling Putnam, James Hopbattle against 'he rum-runners and
Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M. Returning: Leave Bar
thO border-jumper along the Maine
“I'll tell you, my digestion was so kins, Matilda Snow and Edith York.
Harbor
1
P. M. and Blue Hill 12.30 P. M. for all landings in each direction.
Lewiston
Man
Is
Quickly
coast and theMalne Canada boundary
poor that everything 1 ate just I Mrs. C. L. Sleeper entertained the
Sailings daily from India Wharf, Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
this summer. Piohibition Commis
(Daylight
Saving Time).
seemed
to
turn
to
gas
in
my
atom1
JA.
Club
from
Rockland
last
Relieved of His Troubles
sioner Haynes aoid Thursday.
ach. I didn’t have any appetite, and I’riday at luncheon and bridge at her
and Gains Nine Pounds On the little I ate just felt like a weight home here.
The announcement came as a result
PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
of the recent conference between
Three Bottles of Karnak.
in my stomach. 1 would have awful
Miss Margaret Bartlett who has
Tuesdays and Fridays
Mondays and Thursdays
Commissioner Haynes, former Gov
gas pains and get so weak I didn't taught the past year ln Omaha, Neb.,
(Standard Time)
(Standard Time)
ernor Carl Milliken, who is now Col
When such convincing proof of the feel like I could hold out at my work ! arrived here Tuesday night to spend
lector of the Port of Portland, and remarkable results being produced by at times. Only those who have suf- l,er vacation with her parents, Mr.
Lr. Eaftport-Lubeo... 6.00 p.m.
Lr. Portland............... 8.00 a.m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.30 a.m.
Prohibition Director Sethi. May of Karnak as that of Wilfred Gagnon of fered from stomach trouble and indi- ! alld Mrs. J. M. P.artlett.
Lr. Friendship.......... 2.00 p.m.
Maine.
Wednesdays and Saturdays
Lr. Rockland............... 6.00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Westberg
420 Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me., is gestlon knows how aggravating it
The activities of the liquor runners
Lr. Rockland....................... 6.00a.m.
have moved into the southern tene
offered it is no wonder that the sales is and how miserable I felt.
Lr.
Friendship.......... 8.30 a.m.
who are using the Maine coast to
Tuesdays and Fridays
of this medicine are smashing rec
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66— Extremity of foot
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served the anniversary with an op- I tives in Rockland.
fDaily, except Sundays. {Sundays only and
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12—Every
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64—Number of years
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Joseph P. Norton who has recently sea of matrimony, when he married
66—Printing measure
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It has been a hard fight, said the
Mrs. Arthur Bain and daughter Is- the Thomaston graduation.
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stacles to successful enforcement have I who is scalloping at that place Mrs for Bar Hapbor’ "here she will visit ' e<1 blni71— Brilliance
72—Sagacious Solution will appear la aar.t Issaa
TESTING
been overcome he found others bob- | Bain and Isabelle will visit there for *ler nlotber’I be village school closed Friday both having drank deep of sorrow’s
74—Hair wash
REBUILDING AND
blng up.
'
I about two weeks.
Ralph Cline has finished shingling : with a picnic which was attended by cup. '<rhe blow comes doubly hard
-«>
REPAIR WORK
The "big bootleg operator," Mr. | Mrs. Flora Speed of Boston has ‘ l'le -'1°naKban house.
51 children and their parents and upon Mrs. Hanley having been made
EXPfeRT ADVICE
Solution to Saturday’s Puzzle
George Baum has received the ma friends. Donald Creighton had per a widow twice within seven years
Haynes declared, is making his last arrived at her cottage for the sumstand as sources of illicit liquor are mer.
Mrs. Speed came from Florl. terial for his Alladin bungalow and fect attendance.
Mary
Sleeper, and her 10 year old daughter Ethel
P,y £urope aw Excursions
s!tIE;P«C|AIK|E|
being closed to him.
Real whiskey da where she has been spending the the carpenters began work Thursday Percy Young and Hugh Knowlton mourns the less of a dearly love’d
morning.
As It was Mrs. Baum’s were not absent during the term; step-father as her own. Mr. Han
wine, gin and brandy, he said, are winter.
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touching thing and her little daugh
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described as “really remarkable, con- ;n town getting their summer cottage 16th ot JuneJack Caven- the Benial
MasterDonald Borgerson,
littleson
sidering the obstacles.”
ready for use
They were guegts of driver, will be on the latemail as 1 of
Mr. and Mrs. CarlBorgerson of heart arid his affection was returned
Earth Has Poles of Cold
This is a new law,” he added. Capt. Henry Perry while here
usual.
Rockland, celebrated his third birth full measure by her. He was greatly
“The earth nvav be said to have a
“and ln various localities there is 1 Mrs. Edith R. Young spent Satur1Iiss Susie Post closed her school day by a party here at the home of beloved by every child who knew
fifth and sixth pole, 'poles of cold.'
strong opposition.
Therefore, ln
day with Mrs. MaePost in Rockland" laSt Flldav- af,er 1 very successful his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred him. Funeral services were held at
It might be expected that the geo
such local.ties where local assistance
Shirley Speed of Bostonis spend- ' term'
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the late home heref Thursday after
graphic poles would be the points of
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has not been given of course condi-ing the week with his mother at their
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lowest temperature, but the arrange
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I cottage.
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Those not absent during Piersons of Crescent Beach were re showing the high esteem in which
Consolidated Stock Exckanoe
ment of water, having a tempering
but everywhere they are so improved
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and son War- '
telm "ere Catherine and Hand cent guests of his brother, F. K the deceased was held. Rev. Herman
of Aew York
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effect, and land and altitude, tend
over four years ago that there Is ner visited Saturday with her par- 80,1 Co,bath’ Eva Parson, Kenneth Thorndyke. Mr. Thorndyke has re VVinchenhaugh officiated. Interment
E.t.Q.N|FR_Af
ing toward cold, makes the theoreti
almost Bo comparison."
ents. Mr. and MrS. D. A. Whitmore Morrlson and Herbert Ellis.
STOCKS and BONDS
cently bought a fine cottage at Cres was in the village cemetery. The pall
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cal poles of cold fail to conform exAgainst the Inroads of the drug in Rockport.
• - . , Another little townsman is added to
cent Beach and is making numerous bearers were C. L. Sleeper. R. H.
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nctly to the physical poles. Temper
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South Pole.
to discontinue the meetings until wholesales.
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■Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Pickering and panied by his nephew, George HeadIf their Haskell and Elwyn Sylvester spent Mis. Edith Williams of Lewiston rock situated on said premises, viz : Bounded JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORM
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Mrs. E. S. Small Sunday evening,
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Mrs. Edward Coombs returned Fri-» Of these tried, 121,654 have resulted may make the difference of a life lost Bar Harbor last week and bought Mrs. J. P. Norton for a short time southerly by land of A M Cobb and land of
Sylvester Sunday.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Colby have will be sorry to learn that he is in road ; and westerly by land of Charles Rice,
tent and long continued work should
land of Americus Long and the meadow
afternoon.
and of Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S.,
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GREEN’S ISLAND
Appointment
duet was sung by Willis and Arlena and son Nelson and Joseph and Alice known.
More than 20 years ago Dr Sunday tc visit Miss Muriel Hardy at Charles Peterson motored down from
A certain parcel of Real Estate, situated
Rev. A. G. Henderson Moody spent the latter part of the C. E. Johnston, then In practice in our the E. M. G. hospital.
Mrs. Nellie Chandler and family Kossuth.
375 Main St.
Rockland
Bangor Sunday. The Flcketts were In Rockland in the County of Knox and T.l, 38.
State- of Maine, and bounded as follows:—
Office Hours: 8:30 to 5:00
preached a most interesting sermon week in Augusta with relatives and town of Kittery, told about a man
have moved across the Reach.
Commencing June 21 the church guests of C. L. Sleeperx
Beginning on the northerly side of Pleas
Tussdsy and Friday Eyenln.i 6:30 to 8:00
■Mr. and Mrs. William Wells, little on "The House Not Made With attending the Cony High School grad- I who was saved only after artificial services will commence at 10.30 in
Mrs. Miriam Sellers who has had ant Street, so-called, and on the westerly side
59-tf
Mrs. Moody's nephew was I respiration had been kept up for two stead of 2.30.
His subject for the even uation.
Emogene and Miss Bennett were re Hands.”
Tl,e folks are very employment in Camden for some of a twelve foot road (said road lying wes
cent visitors at Heron Neck light ing was "How to Keep Young.” Mrs. one of the graduates.
hours.
In some interesting papers glad of tlie change for it gives them time past returned to her home here terly and adjoining land set off to Eliza Perry
as dower, said road being, reserved for the
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Henderson was soloist and there was
Arthur 'Sprowl motored to Oakland and in the discussion of them before the half day extra.
station.
accommodation of said lot and also for the
Saturday.
Ruth Chandler and Charles 'Phil special music by the chorus. Horace Saturday to carry Mr. and Mrs. A. E. the meeting ot the American Medical
The wild Strawberries are very
accommodation of the tenement over the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Lester
and
Insurance
northerly store belonging to said estate);
Field to their home there.
I Association in 1924, on resuscitation plentiful this season anil are much
brook were married Saturday evening Bray was at the organ.
whole family excepting Phil of Port thence westerly by said Pleasant street, sev
Buccessor te A J. Drakine A Oo.
June 20, by D. H. Glidden, J. P. Best
Truman Brown has gone to Union after drowning, electric shock, or the more tasty than the cultivated ones.
Big preparations are being made
enty-four
feet
to
the
southwest
corner
of
said
land and Mr. and Mrs. Jin, Mitchell
wishes for a long and happy married for the Fourth of July celebration— where he will make his home with faUure of respiration from some Nature’s supplies are very plentiful
lot; thence northerly by the westerly line of
417 MAIN «T. .... ROCKLAND
I forms of poisoning, cases were cited and the only thing that one gets for of Rockland spent the weekend at said lot, ninety-two feet to the northwest cor
life are extended hy their fiRpnds.
Parade, sports, ball games, dance, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stewart.
their
old
home
here.
ner of said lot; thence easterly by the north
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Sprowl of In which lives were saved only by nothing.
The parade headed by Horribles will
Preparations are being made for line of said lot ninety-two feet to land con
Miss Christine Lufkin and LawFRANK H. INGRAHAM
nected with* the northerly store- belonging to
start at 9 o'clock.
Prizes for three Searsmont and Mrs. Nancy Bond and keeping up the artificial respiration
the Children's Day concert which was said estate,'' thence southerly at right an
children
of
Jefferson
were
guests
I
for
two
or
three
hours,
and
in
others
:
renee
Pickering
motored
to
Elisbest floats, $25. $15, $10; sports begin
Attorney and Counselor at
postponed licst Sunday. The concert gles with slid north line sixteen feet; thence
Thursday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
A.
L.
I
the
victims
were
resuscitated
only
'
worth
last
week.
on Main street at 10 o’clock a. jn.;
easterly narallc! with said north line, four
after six or eight hours work
feet to the before mentioned road; thence
Law
100 yard dash, free for all, $3, $2, $1; Sprowl.
southerly by said road to the first mentioned ♦31 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Scott are sellVery excellent life-saving work Is
222 yard dash, free for all. $3, $2. $1;
bounds; together with the buildings thereon
ing
off
some
of
their
household
I
now
carried
on
by
the
electric
cornI mile race, free for all. $5, $3; Boys’
that the owners of said real estate cannot Tel.paon.a—Office 458; House 693-R
dispose of their separate Interests without
race (under 12 years), $3, $2, SI; goods and farming tools, preparing to panies and, in many cities extended
loss.
Girls' race, $3. $2, $1; 3-lqgged race, move to Massachusetts where they to their police forces, but accident
Wherefore your Petitioners pray that Wil
calling pathetically for this kind of
$5; Old Man’s Race (40 years and will make their home.
lis Know or some other suitable person be
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Mrs. Julia Chaples is the guest of help so often happens where the help
authorized to sell said real estate at public
over), $5, $3: Bicycle Race, $5. $3
OffiM Hears: I t. 3 and 1 t. S P. M.
or private sale and distribute the proceeds,
Mrs. of these men or of medical aid is not
Dory Race (Carver's Harbor). $10, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Fuller.
after paying expenses among said heirs ac
$5; Stilt Race (for boys), $3, $2, $1; Chaples has recently returned from available that the State Department
RwldMM
until I A. M. and by Aei.litnwei
cording to their respective rights therein.
the west.
I of Health wishes very much that its
Dated this fifth day of June, A I>. 1925.
Afternoon at the ball groundsTsUph.n. IM
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle of North I illustrated Leaflet No. 13, teaching
CHARLES 8. HALL,
Throwing baseball for distance, $3,
THOMASTON. ME.
WILLIB
SNOW,
$2. $1: Run and Rroad Jump, $3, $3, Grafton, Mass., are at their home I the prone-pressure method of artlfiKNOX tWXTY:—
here for a short stay.
cial respiration may have a very wide
In Court of Probate, held at Rockland, on
$1; Hop, Skip and Jump, $3, $2, $1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Huntley of I distribution.
It will be sent to ail
the 12th day of June
Standing Broad Jump, $3, $2, $1;
On the petition- aforesaid, Ordered, That
Hope
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mrs.
I
who
ask
for
it
for
their
own
use
or
A. C. MOORE
Baseball Game Married Men vs Sin
notice he given, by publishing a copy of said
'
| to use In educative work.
petition, with this order thereon, three weeks
gle Men. prize winners $25; Tug of Hazle Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mason, Jr., and
successively, the first publication being thirty
War, 10 men each side, prize for win
Piano Tuner
days prior to the 21st day of July next. In
B61S
ners. $50; Smith’s Yinalhaven Band children Richard and Charles were I A recent meeting of York County
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
The
CoUriei^Gazette,
a
newspaper
published
all day and dancing at Town hall guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. I Pomona In Maine had a welcome adin Rockland, that all persons interested may
attend a Court of Probate then to be ho’.den
dress given by a member more than
from 8 to 12 o’clock. Music by Lane’s Newbert.
at Rockland, and show cause. If any. why
Roena Brown is boarding at Roland I 90 years old: Rather strengthening
Orchestra.
Entries close July
the prayer of said petition should not be
L. R. CAMPBELL
I (he contention that “the Grange is
All entries to sports must be made Edgecomb’s.
granted.
Frank Perry and grandson were I the place where the old get young
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge.
to Charles Chilles.
Entries confined
Attorney At Law
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
substitute. Insist upon
Sunday callers at C. F. Newbert’s. I and the young keep young.”
to residents of Vinalhaven.
72-T-78 HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
«7S MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MB. j

RADIO SERVICE
R. W. TYLER

I--------------- 1
CHAS. P. DOW & GO. I

I

Dependable Quality

N

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER

II
SALADA'

Always possesses a fresH and uni
formly delicious flavor. Accept no
SALADA.

I
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Every-Other-Day

making daily hauls there. all of
which lend to demoralize tlie market.
Mrs. John Flanders has returned
The Ladies’ Aid supper for June
I don't see much encouragement made of dust and waterproof ma
hottie
from
Portlund
where
she
was
was served Tuesday evening with
A Boston Correspondent ahead for our people, under these re- j terials for men and women.
visiting her children. Mrs. Leland
Mrs. Hattie Orff housekeeper. There
circumstances.
As far an
Doesn’t See Much Encour gretlahle
Orff remained for a longer visit with
was a good attendance and the sunt
good returns are concerned, the v.e,-*
her sister, Mrs. W. L. Smith.
of $10.50 realized.
ern season is exceedingly ill-advised.
agement.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson mo
It Is rather un unusual occurrence
—XI. II. Nickerson in the Atlantic I
tored to Damariscotta Sunday.
for a man to have three grandchil
A writer ln your paper wonders Fisherman.
dren in the graduating class ol
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McLoud of why the price of lobsters has dropped
MUST PLAN FOR CITY OF TOMORROW
Rockland and James Jones of Wash no low lately. He has a right to rais*
High School, but that is the dis
Is it Hot? Then drink Three UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rocklana
tinction that befell Matthew Hunt
ington were at Thomas Black’s Sun the question, and an explanation Is Crow Orange Pekoe Tea, with ice
All Sizes On Sale At
Sidewalks
should
be
wide, i Wednesday evening when
When the pioneers of the West
Miss
day.
certainly due him and all the rest and a slice of lemon.—adv.
J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY
Plenty of space should be allow- ■
Shirley Robinson, Vernard Achom
Mrs. Alice Burrows of South Wal concerned.
left the East to lay out new
ed for trees, lawns, shrubbery and
and Chester Hunt graduated from
doboro and Mrs. Inez Shuman ol
cities they evidently profited by
Till recent years live lobster ex
flower gardens.
the Thomaston High School.
Portland are visiting Mrs. L. L. ports were made from a limited por
the mistakes made in the East.
These same towns in laying I
Special mention should be made oi
Mank.
tion of the western counties coastline.
out new streets should see that; Miss Elva Spear of this town who so'
Western cities as a whole are
'Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin and Eastern points were not in the trade
they are plenty wide enough.
much better planned than those
creditably handled the class will at
daughter Muriel motored to Belfast to any extent.
XIaine waters, like
They can't be too wide. Look at i the graduating exercises of Thomas
of the East. And they should be
Saturday.
all those of New England, were fished
the number of communities1
because the builders had an op
ton High School Wednesda>* eve
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller and the year round, but the yield was net
which are planning highways
portunity to profit from the ex
ning. The townspeople should feel
two children were weekend guests ol very great.
Markets for “live
120, 200 and even 240 feet wide.
perience of the older municipali
prout^ as well as pleased that one
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew broils" were rapidly expanding, and
Houses
should
be
set
back
ties.
of their young people could so well
You will be money ahead if
Bean of Appleton.
customers were sending In orders to
from the sidewalks with plenty
There are today hundreds of
you do, because (1) paint adds
fill a prominent part. Two of our
Miss Linda Vannah of Winslow's the trade for shipments to all parts
of lawn area if the ground is
small towns which think they
to the value of a house; (2)
boys and girls have attended tilts
Mills, was a guest of Mrs. Nellie of the spacious west, from Ohio to
available.
have no traffic problem and con
paint saves repair bills.
school the past year and we hope to
Reever Tuesday.
Texas.
The supply, though* hy r.o
Every community some day
sequently are making no plans
hear from them when their turn
Mrs. Parker and three children of means small, scarcely kept pace with
will
have
its
traffic
problem.
for the future. It is a mistake.
comes.
Whitinsville,
are
spending
this the demand: Thus Nova Scotia pro
Some small ones have it ’foday
Most communities have ambi
Mrs. Asenath Kllleran who has
month with her sister, Mrs. Harold ducers and buyers got good returns.
because they have allowetT'state
tions to grew and every live com
spent the winter in Thomaston is at
Orff.
The past five years has witnessed
highways
to
connect
with
main
munity, no matter how small,
tlie home of her son, Fred L. KillerA cake and lee cream sale was an astonishing change.
The estab
streets. State highways should
should have a city planing com
i.
held at the Goshen schoolhouse Fri lishing of reserve pounds ln Maine
HIGH STANDARD PAINT
go around cities rather than
mission.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
S.
Y'oung
day night, to raise money to buy an waters steadily increased. There are
through them. To be sure, there
City and county buildings
Has been noted for its excel
live been spending several days at
organ. Many thanks to those who now 21 of those huge enclosures.
should be good roads leading to
should be congregated in what is
lence and economy for more
the
home
of
O.
H.
Woodcock.
so kindly contributed.
Some belong to local dealers, and
the center of the city but traffic
usually described as a civic cen
than fifty years. It goes on
M'ss
Lena
Seavey
has
a
large
as

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin of Bel some to speculators.
These pounds
should not be concentrated there.
ter.
Streets should be wide.
easily, hides perfectly, covers
sortment of hand made fancy woTk
fast were weekend guests of Clarence are stocked to the utmost capacity
a
large
area
per
gallon,
and
for gale at her home at very reason
Coffin.
in the fall, for feeding out to the
dries to a beautiful weather
able prices. She also carries a line
Mrs. Clarence Hoffses is driving a market in driblets during winter
proof finish—a finish that will
of stockings, dress goods, etc. and
new Ford sedan.
shortage, and for unloading In the
retain its beauty and protect
one would do well to look over her
Miss Ella Mank called on Mrs. early spring.
The effect on prices
your house for years.
goods when in need of such articles.
Martha Gould Saturday.
can be easily seen. By the middle of
Let
us
show
you
color
panels
—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hoffses. April, every point clear of Ice on the
and tell you how little it will
Levi B. Ulmer is very ill with
Ajistin Miller and Miss Priscilla Gulf shore of New Brunswick, and
cost
to
beautify
your
home.
pneumonia.
Mrs. Ulmer is recov
Hanna attended the graduation hall also on ITince Edward Island (to say
ering from her recent illness.
ln Gardiner Sunday.
nothing of Pugwash and Pictou, just
H. H. CRIE & CO.
William Morse is in a Portland hos
W. H. Keene and L. L. Mank we**« getting icady) are sending big col
pital where he recently had a leg
at New Harbor Friday evening.
lective lots through to Boston by all
ROCKLAND, ME.
amputated.
Mrs. Morse is visiting
Charles Bowers picked the first rail, which strange as it seems, are
relatives there meanwhile.
basket of strawberries from his laid down In Boston ln less time than
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Johnson of St.
Shelburne consignments of the same
patch June 15.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. L. L. Mank and Mrs. Inez commo&lty can reach the market.
“A real show" for the benefit ol Petersburg, Fla., were in town Sun
They
Shuman were ln Rockland Wednes It Is a new venture, and the goods are
Lincoln Academy gym Is announced day looking up old friends.
[
for Frid y night in Lincoln hall, motored from the South a distance last week to attend the Ivy Day exer day to attend the funeral of their growing ln volume each year.
judge 150 carloads were delivered In
cousin, Mrs. Mary Gilley.
’ Damariscotta.
The big four-act of about 2000 miles in tlieir neiv Nash cises held by the Juniors.
Her
Mr. and .Mrs. Leo Simmons, Mrs. Boston last year from the Gulf shore
drama. "A Noble Outcast" will be car, arriving In Thoriiaston, June 13.
A. F. Campbell has arrived from daughter. Miss Orpha is a member of Jennie Butler. Mrs. Bertha Frost alone. With open seasons in a sort
presented followed by a dance, with
that
class,
i
He has moved his gar
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION j music by Marston’s Rockand or- New York.
and Charles Butler of Thomaston of rotation down there, the traffic
Miss Jessie Smith is expected to arage back and is having it enlarged to
£a«f«rn 7ruaf Bldg., Bangor
Eat. 1901 | chestra.
The
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. James keeps up till early autumn.
Fidelity Bldg., Portland
c at her farm here soon,
Mank, Alton Mank and Myrtle local canners and buyers get the lob
Miss Jessie L. Keene has returned make a bungalow. His family is to
No high sounding promises, but con
arrive about July 1 for their annuaL
i'ertron Hunt has bought a cow of Boggs, enjoyed a motor ride to sters from the fishermen at less than
sistent and continuous needed service | from Gorham for the summer re vacation here.
He Is boarding will* A. F. Campbell.
five cents a pound, and the profit to
night and day, everywhere In New cess.
Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Hattie Ames until his bungalow
England and New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Flint and son
Mrs. Eva Masters and children of the eastern handlers rushes the busi
Dr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Sanborn
are
in
1400 garagee. 300 attorney at year call.
is ready for occupancy.
Herbert were at their home here last Round Pond were Sunday guests of ness to excess while the seasons lust. I
Stetson this week.
No charge beyond annual fee of $10.
Samuel Olson, road commissioner,
Thc Boston dealers are obliged to
Offices In Boston, Portland, Bangors
her sister, Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Miss Madeline Brown has returned
week.
lias begun on the point road at Pleas
Manchester, Worcester, Springfield, i from Machias.
Kent G. Newbert of Portland compete, often at a loss, for the
Mrs.
Lilia
Carter
of
New
York
was
Hartford, New Haven and Providence.
ant Point.
spent Sunday with Miss Ella Mank wastage from dead stock is great and
Gilman Palmer of Portland liar
Prefect Yourself, Your Wife and Fanul,
Mrs. S. F. Seavey was a caller'at a guest of D. G. Young’s recently.
the freight is $608 per, carload. That
at Joseph Waltz’s.
been spending a few days in town.
B. S. Ge.xer’s Friday afternoon.
She
Mr. and Mrs. F. XI. Johnson, Mrs new and abundant source of supply
Paul Dusha of New York is at his
is slowly recovering from her recent
THE LABRADOR EXPEDITION
Nellie Reever and Reginald Mona spoils the chance for the Nova Sco
] summer bome here.
illness.
SEEIN* MAINE
han motored to Friendship Sunday tia shippers’ spring work.
Miss Elina M. Young went to
Friends of Miss Mildred Chapman
It Is a great pity, proving that
Framingham, Mass., Saturday.
Hon. and Mrs. R. H. Baxter enter
of North Anson, formerly of Damari
their season Is timed amiss.
The
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay were
Four Pilgrimages Planned, In
LIBERTY
scotta, have received Invitations to tained Prof. Warren It. Smith, Mrs.
fall finds the market in a much
guests of Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. F. Albee in
Smith and daughter of Chicago at
her
wedding
which
is
to
take
place
R. R. Sukeforth has gone to Massa more receptive state.
The XIaine
Which Rockland Is In Wiscasset Saturday.
June 27 at high noon to Martin Brown supper at Mere Point Sunday evening. chusetts to work in a hotel.
people are stocking up their pounds
William Black of New Jersey was
cluded.
Robertson at Manchester Green, Miss Smith was a classmate of Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur YY'alker and It Is Grand XIanan’s golden opportu •
in town last week.
Conn.
Miss Chapman taught ln thc Bruce White at Vassar. Prof. Smith his mother, XIrs. George YValker. nity. The season opens Nov. 15 and
J. Gleen Mayo of Rochester, N. Y.
There Is no better way of getting
schools here a few years ago, where graduated at Bowdoin with the class called on S. T. Overlook Sunday.
runs Into June. These Bay of Fundy
and family have arrived at theii
to know Maine than to visit every
she won many friends all of which of 1850 and was a member of the
YV. E. Overlook called on ®. T. flshermen are by no means slow.
summer home here.
extend her their best wishes for a Bowdoin Scientific Expedition headed Overlook recently.
nook and corner and upon that
They know how to work it.
Thc
The graduating exercises of the long and prosperous wedded life.
hy the late Prof. Leslie A. Lee to
premise four pilgrimages to different
Daniel Linscott is visiting Lewis American smacks make regular trips
Class
of
1925,
W.
H.
S.
took
plact
Labrador
in
1891.
Mr.
Baxter
was
Mrs.
Nettle
Arnold
is
in
Thomaston
parts of the 'State have been ar
thence to Boston and Portland. The
Light.
also a member of this expedition. It
ranged as a part of what Is known Friday afternoon ln the Congrega where she has employment.
School closed Friday, taught by price last fall was sixty-five cents
tional
church.
The
auditorium
was
Rec USPmO*
may
be
recalled
that
two
members
'Mrs. M. X Maloney is in Thomas
as the "Know Maine" campaign.
a pound; and at one time even above
Mrs. Lola Powell.
The first of thejse pilgrimages Is beautifully decorated in the class ton housekeeping while she has em of this expedition, Prof. Dennis Cole
IMITATION GRAPE- NOT GRAPE JUICE .
Esther and Chrlstobal Fuller, who that figure.
to be a combination of steamship ami colors, green and gold. On the green ployment at J. B. Pearson's factory.
of Farmington and Austin Carey of have been attending school In FairNow your readers can take ln the
railroad trip. As tentatively ar- j screen at the back of the chance
Mrs. T. A. Whitaker of Watertown, Machias were the first while men to field. arc staying at their former home situation.
At present the east is
ranged the party, which will number was 4*ie class motto “Re square and Mass., is the guest of her daughter, discover the Grand Falls of Labra here for a while.
ready to open Its Hood-gates.
And
between 75 and 100 persons will eni- *,e "'*se.
The entire front of tlie Mrs. W. E. Hall.
dor. Prof. Smith and the late Dr
Xlrs. Arthur Overlook has a bad the Sound, from Buzzard's Bay lo
bask
on
tlie
Portland-Eastportl Matform was hanked with green
Newport, is as full of traps almost
NU GRAPE BOTTLING CO.
Master Harlan Davis is the guest of Ernest Y’oung o'f Brunswick were cold.
steamer, at the State plrt in Port-, boughs and yellow lilies with large his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lau- originally members of the Grand Falls
XIrs. H. A. Fuller was in this place as Lobster Bay Is just now. Newly
land on July 13. for a voyage along bouquets of pink roses, the clas, reston Creamer.
exiled Greeks by the thousand, are
party but owing to illness of Dr recently.
10 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 780-M
the Maine coast to Eastport. There "°wer* at either side. The innova
Stanley Powell and H. A. Fuller
Y'oung was obliged to bring him
B.
S\Geyer
and
H.
S.
Flint
have
will be a stop at Rockland and an “°n of wearing caps and gowns was
down the river to Rigole'te and there were in Rockland Wednesday on
entire day will he passed in East- introduced and the graduates made put new sills and made other neces await the return of the main party business connected with the firm.
sary
repairs
to
the
Leonard
Grover
port and vicinity. Robert H. Pea- a One showing as they entered the
Charles Curtis has bought a truck,
who went north to Hopedale.—Bath
member of the church escorted by the undergradu house, for W. G. and E. XI. Maloney. Times.
Xliss Evelyn Smith of YY'arren vis
cock of Lubec,
L.
S.
Miller
has
bought
a
new
ton
executive council of Maine from 'otes with Hichard Hilton as mar truck which he is to use carrying the
Four of the members ot the above ited her aunt, XIrs. Carrie Clark last
shal..
The
invocation
was
given
by
week.
Washington County, is tifking permail from Friendship to Thomaston named expedition were Rockland stu
Missionary Overlook went to North
sonal charge of entertainment de- Rev. W. R. Patterson. In his saluta beginning July 1.
dents
—
Dr.
Walter
XL
Spear,
Jonathan
ml!s‘ in Eastport. and' has "promised ‘°r>' address Howard W Kimball
Washington Wednesday to officiate at
P.
Cilley,
Jr..
Mervyn
Ap
Rice
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Janies
Ulmer
and
Gov. Brewster that when the Pit- Jr., combined words of welcome with
the funeral service of XIrs. Sarah
grtms get hack home, they will know' Wl’rds of wisdom and left many Miss I.ottie Partridge are in Thomas Fred J. Simonton, and of this quartet Boynton Lenfest.
Dr.
Spear
is
now
the
sole
survivor,
more about the fisheries and sardine suggestions of hepfulness to his ton for an indefinite time.
James YV. Farrar and daughter
lr
Frank Sallinen has gone to Phila The trip was made In the Rockland XIrs. Ilda Russell and Mr. and Mrs.
Industry of Maine than they ever schoolmates. Reni A. Eugley.
schooner
Julia
A.
Decker,
Capt.
giving the class history w;as both delphia for employment.
Smith of Warren and children are
surmised, it was possible to know.
Mrs. Cora Killeran was in Lewiston Spear.
stopping at the old home of Mr. Far
‘iWe’ll show ’em how tiiey catch whimsical and serious, as he related
rar"
’em. how they land ’em. how they the joys and sorrows of his class
In High
Ralph Hibbert has exchanged his
dress, cook and pack ’em, Govern during the four years
; School.
In the class prophecy
Buick six for a smaller car.
or," assured the councilor.
Thelma Creamer related how
W. C. Lessner, XIrs. Laura LessDuring this visit the Pilgrims will
dream had been the means of unrav
ner and Mrs. Pansy Hibbert visited
be given an opportunity to study the
1 eling the future of her classmates
in Augusta last week.
proposed location of tlie Dexter P.
Its popularity is thoroughly understood when
The story of each was brought out in
Missionary Overlook was called to
Cooper tidal power plant and dams
a pleasing manner. The class gift:
North Union Thursday to officiate at
and to get a more comprehensive
you
consider these facts:
the funeral services of John F. Up
Idea of what Mr. Cooper proposes to I charmed the audience. In bis ow
delightful manner, Jack Benner
ham.
do....
, .
, .
- ,
presented each gift with appropriate
Sheldon XfcLearn of Augusta is vis
After an intermission of about two
,
,
Five adult passengers are accommodated in
,
,,,
j
n witticisms. Abbie Boggs in reading
iting relatives and friends here for
weeks, will come the second pll- .,
,
...
,
,
.
.
...
'
the class will caused much merri
a
few
weeks.
genuine comfort. Dodge Brothers standard
grlma-ge. This will be by automo- j
ment—each bequest having Its snial
Mr. and XIrs. Dlokenson of Augusta
bile and will he from Augusta to
power plant, chassis and underslung spring I
personal
Joke.
Richard
.Castnei
visited her grandmother, Mrs. Addle
Aroostook County. It will be of two I
made a manly and easy appearance
O. Farrar for the weekend.
or three days duration. Sufficient
equipment are Coach features. Observation
ln the role of valedictorian and his
L. H. Stevens, YV. C. Lessner and
time will be allowed to permit those address was well written and dellv
W. E. Overlook attended the Masonic
of the finish, fittings and design will reveal
who made the trip to have ample op- : ered. Supt. R. L. ShealT presented
Lodge at YValdoboro Friday evening.
portunity to sqe the great potato ,he diplomas with a few words of ad
no departure from Dodge Brothers most ex
XIr. and XIrs. Willard E. Overlock
fields at one
, of
, the_ most. Interesting vice. Music was furnished by Burns
visited
Mrs.
Overlock
’
s
cousin,
Mrs.
periods, also for them to visit the Orche8tra A ball was Riven ,n thc
acting practice in these departments.
William H. Bruce ln Vassalboro Fri
Just
Grand Falls of the St. John river, veiling which called forth a large
day.
—see
. — ll,
o
4
s.
i
o
[•
i
,,1
Y.^<
i
11
o
oloi'f
1*1
zv
o
_
______
.
.
know
she
’
s
the Aroostook Falls electric de attendance.
$1095 f. o. b. Detroit, $1205 delivered
S. A. Y’anner and family of Boston
site's welljhfOT WelL
velopment of the Gould company and
Buster Keaton comes to the Stai
have
been
visiting
his
parents.
Mr.
You,
too,
can
have
thir
beautiful,
W
There
is
no
rroson
for
you
other interesting features of Aroos
Theatre tonight in "Seven Chances,
and XIrs. Alfred C. Y’anner for a few
joyoiu, healthful took
*, look or feel this way
took County.
days.
one of the funniest comedies evei
DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
These pilgrimages, by the way, are
screened. “Seven Chances'" hits
Mr. and XIrs. Willard E. Overlook
to be on the "Dutch treat" plan;
real story as well as seven million
attended the Baptist Quarterly meet
TELEPHONE 124
that is every one will pay his own
ing nt Jefferson Tuesday.
,,,
i will
nt__
Buster has Mary on Mon
bills.
Places ...
visited
not. be laughs.
"
54 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
asked to provide entertainment In *
.
",
!.
,,
on Wednesday, Thelma on Thursday
GLENMERE
the way of rooms and meals.
Of _
. _
Ollo.„
Fannie on Friday, Susie on Satur
course, any plans which they may
Rouge and powder will not cover up the effects of consti
Mr. and XIrs. Charles YViley at
| day, Sallie on Sunday, seven chanceswish to make in a town so as to
tended the Rebekah district meeting
pation. The bowels are the worst abused and most vari
on seven sweethearts. In the cast
better show it up to the visitors will
at Tenant’s Harbor last Wednesday
with Buster are Ruth Dwyer, Snipz
ously damaged of any organ of the body. When they are
be cheerfully accepted and thorough
afternoon and evening.
Edwards, T. Roy Barnes, Erwin
clogged, they cause lusterless eyes, dingy complexions,
ly appreciated.
Eugene Smith has painted his car
Connelly, Frankie Raymond and
pimples and blackheads, bad breath, headache, bilious
The third of these trips will he to
and lt looks pretty nifty.
Jules Cowles.
York County and Kittery at the time
attacks, heart bum, acid 6tomach, belching, depression,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith and XIr.
Kittery holds Its annual old home
and Mrs. Byron Davis motored to
nervous exhaustion, chronic weakness and other more
week celebration. This will enable
SAMMY SPARK PLUG
Newcastle last Sunday.
serious ills. The bowels should act at least twice daily.
the visitors to become familiar with
Berton Bond Is spending his vaca
the great Industries and other re
tion with his grandmother, XIrs. Irene
sources of the oldest county in the
Dr. Caldwell’s
Bond.
State and Is expected to he one ot
Miss Catherine Andrews Is home
thi most interesting of all the vis
for the summer.
itations.
Miss Edith Harris Is home from
Next will come, after about an
■Massachusetts where she spent the
other two weeks’ lapse, a trip Into
The Family Laxative
winter.
.
Franklin and Oxford Counties and to
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis, XIr. and
—will produce proper bowel action and insure a healthy
the Rangeley lake/.
XIrs. Eugene Smith and Mr. and XIrs.
This will be the last of the trips
condition so Nature can exercise her proper function. A
Frank YViley attended the graduation
until the pilgrimage to Springfield.
'delightful liquid combination of Egyptian senna, pepsin
at Tenant's Harbor Thursday even
Mas*. which will start with 1000 au
ing.
and pleasing aromatics originally prescribed by Dr. Cald
tomobiles at the State House. Au
Mrs. Norman Simmons of Friend
well for ailing patients of his extensive practice and used
gusta, on September 21. This expe
ship is the guest of her parents, XIr.
nationally for the last 30 years by all members of the family.
dition will take the visitors to lhe
and XIrs. Frank Harris.
Eastern States Exposition on Gov
Acts As "Nature Acts!
ernor’s Day, the day before the of
MARTINSVILLE
ficiftl dedication of thq new Maine
No Inconveniences!
building on tlie grounds takes place,
The Ladles Circle will have a baked
Says:
It does not act as a purge, forcing the
bean supper and social at the Grange
bowels to artificial action, but gently
Some knocks may be a boost,
hall Thursday. Supper will be served
and easily, without pain or discomfort.
but a carbon knock is not
from 5.30 to 7 at 35c.
10,000,000
bottles
used
annually
prove
«flBF.I.F.SS
Watch yotA spark plug and
The next meeting of the Circle will
its effectiveness. Old people, young
you’ll dodge the knocks.
he with XIrs. T. B. Harris, July 2.
people, children and babies can be kept
W. P. STRONG
Mrs. A. XI. Hodgdon of Hampden
AUTO LAUGHS
in perfect health through its use.
Highlands is a guest of her sister,
It b sold everywhere medicine b •oldWATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
When Neal O’Hara of the ffew
XIrs.
Joel Hupper.
end guaranteed. Try it at our risk. Your
WALL PAPER
York World was stopped for going
druggist will return your money if it fail*
There was no preaching service at
in the wrong direction on a one
to do a* promised.
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
the church Sunday morning but was
way street he asked whether it
TKPSIM STRUT COMTANY
SUPPLIES
held ln the evening on account of the
wasn’t a poor rule 'that wouldn’’
St. John's service which was held at
THOMASTON. MAINE
work both ways.
the Tenant’s Harbor church.
Tu*fl-t»

TRAFFIC TALKS

EAST WALDOBORO

CUSHING

WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

LOBSTER PRICES

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

---A-

'Paintyour
Qlouse

A FLAVOR YOU CART FORGET

□□□geBrothers

fyou,

CONSTIPATION
means MISERY

SYRUP PEPSIN

SUPPLIES

’

Every-Otber-Day
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CAMDEN

PIANO RECITALS

THOMASTON

TYDOl ECONOMY GASOLENE

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok are j
with us for the supuner and it was
good to see them in their usual stand
at the game Saturday.
1 The Conunandery and drum corps
had their iinal drill for St. John's
Day last evening and a large crowd
is planning on the Bangor trip.
. Rotary Club luncheon today. Next
week the club will serve luncheon on
the new tables and chairs which have
been recently purchased-for their din
ing mom.
Richard Burrlll left Sunday to at
tend 'Bates College commencement
and to spend a two weeks' vacation
at home.
Joseph Brewster, Jr., leaves this
week for New York State on a busi
ness trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Louin Hary have
moved Into their new house on Megunticook street.
Miss Helen Green of Adams, N. Y,
is a guest at C. O. Montgomery’s.
Merton Ames, a High School gradu
ate, leaves for Boston where he will
enter the employment of the Boston
to Jacksonville Steamship line..
Miss Mabel Boyntan left Sunday for
Sebago Lake where she will spend her
summer vacation, returning to Cam
den In the fall to resume her teaching

AUCTION’

Miss Alcada Halls is giving in
Pupils of Misses Mabel Lamb
struction in piano playing at the Bap
0UTCHCS5
and Margie Stahl Demon
tist vestry.
TROU5£^
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Counce and
strate Talent.
Miss Mildred Counce of East Madison
IO' a button
l‘— a kij
were in town Sunday.
The junior and senior piano pupils of
Thomaston was represented at
Can now be obtained of the following dealers:
Wiscasset Saturday by quite a com
Miss Mabel Lamb gave rectals last
AT 1:00 P. M. STANDARD
pany of its citizens among them
week—the former on Monday night
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Dunn, Miss Har
Applsten, Main*
SALE
HELD RAIN OR SHINE
JOHNSON A MINK,
when they were assisted by Miss An
riet Dunn. F. H. Jordan and daugh
Ash Point, Maine
C. E. CURTIS,
gela Fossett reader ; and the latter on
ter Margaret, Mr. and Mrs. R. K.
Camden, Maine
ELWELL’S GARAGE,
' Wednesday night, when the proWalsh, who also drove on to Port- ■
Camden, Maine
HOWE'S GARAGE,
75*lt
land, W. G. Washburn, Miss Wash- !
I gram was interspersed with soprano
Camden, Maine
MARINE SUPPLY CO.,
burn. Miss Harriet Burgess. Mr. and i
solos by Miss Adelaide Cross. Par
Friendship, Maine
SIMMONS GARAGE,
Mrs. C. A. Creighton, Miss Hilda i
ents and friends enjoyed two delight
Qlencove, Maine
GLENCOVE GARAGE,
George, Capt. John Brown and family 1
ful evenings, and did not conceal
Rockland, Maine
FIREPROOF GARAGE,
You
owe
yourself
their admiration of the ability shown
and Mrs. Clara M. Williams.
Rockland, Maine
FLYE’S GARAGE.
by the piplis. The programs follow:
A base ball team composed of
Rockland, Maine
LASSELL'S GARAGE,
Lost and Found
learners went to Warren Saturday
some flannel
Rockland, Maine
ROBBINS GARAGE,
With Flying Colors .................................. bartorio
House at 14 Myrtle Street
and were tuned in 14 to 3 in favor
Lucy French, Charles Havener, Carol Gardner
Rockland, Maine
W. N. BENNER,
LOST Spectacles, between Penobscot Fish
Thru the Cornfield.................................. Krentzlin
of Warren.
Co and Maine Central depot.
Reward* W.
DOHERTY
’
S
GARAGE,
Rockland,
Maine
Avaughn Ames
The Wood Klf ............................................Jenkins
trousers
STEWART. Aiu. Express office.
73 77
The Thomaston High School Alum
PHILBROOK’S GARAGE,
Rockland, Maine
Dancing With Her Shadow ............... Jenkins
TEL. 73-2
ni ball in Watts hall Friday evening
Flitting Butterfles ..............
Mundhenke
S. B. O'BRIEN,
Rockland, Maine
74-76
Evelyn Segal
brought to a successful close the ex
Wanted
OR style and for comfort
SNOW-HUDSON CO.,
Rockland, Maine
March cf the Brownies ................... Winthrop
ercises connected with the graduation
you cannot well do without
Poilyanua Waltz .......................................... Smith
C. E. RHODES MACHINE CO,
Rockport, Maine
WANTCty Lift) Insurance Agents and
of the class of 1925.
The hall was
Elizabeth Snow
others in tfrery city and town hi Me N. H
HARRY SMITH,
South Thomaston, Mains
flannel trousers.
The Robins Lullaby ........................... Krogtoan
so well patronized that the committee
I and tV
To sell the leading monthly
WEST END GARAGE,
Thomaston, Maine
Evelyn Segal. Lucy French
Heahh and Accident iiolldes
Insuring uicn,
had a surplus to turn into the Alumni
Cut on full lines with the
Singing and Swinging ............................. Bhbro
BARTER’S GARAGE,
Tenant's Harbor, Mains
woinvti and children
Experience not nlctreasury. Smith’s Orchestra of Au
Piano A Charles Havener
wide bottoms demanded by
essarv.
THE FRATEttNITlFS, Richmond.
M. M. MESSER,
Union, Maine
CABBAGE AND CAULIFLOWER
Piano B Carol Gardner
gusta furnished music. ’ The paMaine
.
7^-77
fashion, Dutchess Flannel
JOHNSTON'S GARAGE,
Washington, Maine
Bed Time ................................................... Harris
tronesbess of the *.-«'. II
Mrr. B.
WANTtD
—Min iwonieni
MRS BBWIIF
PLANTS
Trousers are smart to the last
The Echo ................................................... Ritter
R. J. HEALD,
West Rockport, Maine
H. Kellar, Mrs. John Creighton. Mrs.
CfMVMWi. .U Cedar SI.
Tel. 441-M
73-77
Dorothy Goodwin
poaiuuu.
Extra Nice Onaa
detail.
MEDOMAK
GARAGE,
Waldoboro,
Mains
The Acrobat ..............................................Horvath
Richard Feehan, Mrs. Arthur Pills
WANTEB—Girl to help with baby and
Mrs. T. J. Conley of Isle au Haul
ROCKLAND 75-80
Tel. 321-3 |
P. R. BOWLEY,
Warrtn, Mains
Charles Havener. Carol Gardner, Evelyn
bury, Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant and Mrs.
We have them in white, in
has been a guest of he^- daughter housework; MIU5. NEIL A. FOGG 115 Sum
Segal
CENTRAL GARAGE,
Warrsn, Maine
mer
Street,^
________________________
73-tf
W. P. Strong.
The committee: LoReading
—
Bud
Discusses
Cleanliness
Dutchess Gray and in the newer
Mrs. F. E. Morrow and returned home
WARREN GARAGE,
Warren, Maine
“I Ain't a Goin' to Cry No More”
WANTED—Woman would like position as
rinda Orne, Alcada Hall, Edward El
shades, both plain and striped.
For Sale
yesterday. Misses Edwina and Mar housekeeper
A. M. ROSS,
Lincolnville Center, Maine
Miss Fossett
In Buckland.
Address E. C.
liot and Crockett Brown.
The first cost is moderate and
Butterflies Wink Their Primrose Wings
celine Conley of Camden returned RROWW. Inert ham’s Hill. Rockland, Me.
FOB
SALE
lien
pen and 23 hens FBA7SK
Mrs. Elizabeth Turner and sister
.... Goodrich
73*77 D8AG0. #03 Mala St.,
the last cost is lowest, for don't
to the island with her for a short va Care George E erett.
Rankin Block
The Dancing Bear ..................... ............ Lynes
and Mr. and Mrs. William White of
73*77
forget •. tD t-tchcs) Flannel) leant
cation.
WANTED
—
General
agent
for
Accident
and
Spring Song ............................... ............ Dana
Lexington. Mass., motored to Bremen
Heahh
Insurance
Direct
comnisstoD
con

Lucy
French
shrink. And they are made for
Misses Louise Wentworth and Till
FOR SALE—Small business iiropadllnn.
tracts.
Estahlblicd
Company
just
admit

last week.
Lullaby ........................................... ............GurlK
son Thomas have joined the forces at ted to Maine Exceptional opportunity for good location, small capital required. ROB
long wear.
Bow—Wow—Wow....................... .......... Hamer
Mrs. Fannie Ruggles, Mrs. Fannie
Tel. 77
Address IGNITED ERT COLLINS, 375 Main St.
Carleton-Pascal Co. for the summer building large Income
Neil Little
75-77
Edgerton and Mrs. A. B. Curling mo
STATES NATIONAL LIFE AND CASUALTY
Come in and choose a pair
Birds of the Forest ................... .......... Bilbro
season.
COMPANY. 29 S La Sallo Street, Chicago.
tored to Port Clyde Friday.
FOR SALE—Horse. sound, good worker;
J’iano A Lucy
French
and at the same time look over
The Camden Athletic Club has Illinois
73-7C also new milch czm a »d a new jigger.
ApPiano B Evelyn Segal
Mrs. Albert Anderson was taken to
our assortment of knickers and
Village Dance....................
booked the fast Westbrook semi-pro
Tcl JJJA L3*77.
.... Klnscella
the Knox Hospital Saturday.
WANTED—Woman for hand ironing
Ap ply ORVILLE WOOD.
Carol
Gardner,
Charles
Havener
other Dutchess Trousers for
team for next .Saturday’s baseball ply at office of PEOPLES LA UN DRY. LiineFOR SALE—7-room house, new shed and
Mrs. Harriet Young who has at
The Cello .....................................
SBttlngly
74-76
every occasion.
roefc Street'.
75-77 garage; electric lights, new Ruddy furnace,
game.
Charles Bicknell
tained the advanced age of 92 years
new
bath room; newly paper and painted;
WANTED—4’osition as stenographer, com- cemented
In the Garden ........................... .......... Livsey
cellar.
Would exchange for house
is now confined to her bed.
Rock a Bye Babv ..................... .......... Livsey
pan ion for lady or housekeeper for elderly centrally located In Camden.

Miss Rose Merrifield is at home on
mmer Cottages and Board couple where work Is very light. TEL. ER. 12 High St.. Rockland, Me.8. N. BLEEP
Elizabeth S®ow. Miaa Lamb
74*76
The Paper Chain ....................... ............ Lynes
the summer vacation.
W-M.
74*76
Haskell & CortheU
TG LET—<‘otl*xe with garage at Crescent
Carol Gardner. Evelyn Segal, Lucy French
FQR SALE—Small house lot on Ocean
A RIPPING GOOD TIME
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Airs. John Sinex and
WANTfiO—I’ll pay cash for a farm. Give Street.
Beach.
VESPER A. LEACH.
73-tf
Sailors Dance ............................. ............Smith
Wit
Inquire at 32 OCEAN ST.
1
CAMDEN, ME.
daughter Mrs. Cowan and family
particulars,
also
distance
to
school
and
The Story by the Mouse .......... ............ Lynex
Dr. and Mrs. Granville Shibies and
TO LET—New cottage at Megueilcook
FOR SALE—f-ft. edited wood; furnace and
church and cash price.
BOX 126, Spencer.
El tin Dance ................................. ............ (irieg
have arrived for the season.
ply
V.
F.
STfPLKY.
daughter Betty Jean were guests ol
Mass
74*83 Are place wood; fitted wood, lintbs and
Over the Waveo ....................... Grant-Schaefer Camden Boys Enjoyed Big
The Baptist Mission Circle will
ale ba delivered.
W. L. OXTON, West Rock
relatives in town over Sunday. Dr.
TO LET—Two furstahed cottages at Pleas
Charles Havener
WANTED—Position, as table girl, second port
Tel. Camden 152-4
73-tf
have a picnic at Mrs. Cassandra
Day At the Lake and Shibies has just returned from Por- A: Beach hv week, month or season. MRS. maid
On the Sand Heap..................................... Lemont
or confinement case. FRANCES BEAiN,
tr H STOVER. 429 Poreit Ave., Portland. Thomaston. Me
Washburn’s Wednesday beginning at
The Japanese Doll ..................................... Swift
FOR SALE—Medium heavy express wagon
♦ 73*73
tege,
where
he
was
the
guest
of
his
Me.
75-tf
Once a Little Fairy ................................. Jenkins
and surry. • L. F. CH48E, 45 Middle St.
Auto Rides.
I. 30 p. m. Please take dishes.
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family. ______________________________________ 73-tf
cousin, Stanley Shibies. •
Turkish Rondo ..................................... Krentzlin
IF YOU have a cottage to let or aealre Address II, care of The Courier-Gazette
The W. C. T. V. will meet at the
Carol Gardner
Mrs.
Charles
Berry
was
the
guest
sell
of
Somerville
Mass.,
are
guests
summer
hoarders,
advertise
the
fact
In
this
73-tf
^OR SANE Op Lawrence St, a 6-room
Friday wag Boys' Day in every
Methodist vestry Friday at 2.30
of her sister, Mrs. Sophronia Mc paper where thousands will read of it
of Miss Martha Jones at Pleasant
WANTED—Man and wife for work in pri house with woodshed and garage; electric
o’clock.
Military March ................................... Schubert sense of the word. A long half hour
lights.
Nice location with sea view.
A ’
TO
LET
—
Cottage
at
Crescent
Beach
for
Intire
in
Port
Clyde
Saturday.
ville.
vate
famllv
near
Rockland.
Address
POST
Norma Hutchenson, Irene Weymouth
Mrs. Blanchard Orne, daughter LoAKo a 2-tenement house
the month of August. Apply to C A ROSE OFFICE BOX 363, Rockland, Me
73 if snug little home
Dr. and Mrs. James Norton were The Deserted Hut ............................. Torjussen before scheduled time boys began
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann and CO, Rockland. Maine.
on Crescent street with sunny rooms and
rinda and Mrs. Marion Shrader of
50-tf
callers on some of the doctor’s old Barchetta.....................................................Net in
WANTED—Barber-' for Saturdays all the open Are place; electric lights.
Will be
swarming to the Y- M. C. A. from all family have moved from Rockland
Thomaston and Galen A. Eustis of
Johnston
FOR 8ALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's year round ; .also second hand bicycle. PARK sold at a low price to settle the estate. W.
time neighbors and friends here in Marquise MtmuetMay.......................................
Lack corners and from then on the day into their newly remodelled home on Island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly STREET BARBER SHOP. Rockland
Strong attended the exercises at Wis
73*73 A CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St., CHy or J C. •.»
town Sunday. Dr. Norton is now a
Vangic Hopkins
location close by shore
Garage and out
casset Saturday.
was theirs completely.
Chestnut Central street.
WANTED—Boy 13 years old tfould like a MITCHELL. Nahant. Mass____________ 73-75
practicing physician in Shelbourne, Minuet. G............................................. Beethoven
water in house.
Acre and half good home where he could earn his board.
Mrs. Mary C. Wadsworth and Mrs. buildings,
Miss Edith Hoyt of Yonkers, N. Y.,
FOR BALE—Mare, weight 1304; also 2Delma Greene, Evelyne Greene
street was lined with automobiles
of land.
Floe place for summer home.
At Inquire at LIBERTY. MAINE, R F. D No 2.
Vermont.
horse mowing machine
Beech Hill Rock
Polonaise Brillante ............................ Fleis««er
G. L. Thompson and children oi
has been a recent guest of Miss Lobargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE, At
Box
71
70*75
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and
ready
to
take
them
on
their
way
and
port.
FRED L. PARTRIDGE, R. F. D ,
May Johnston, Edna Gregory
57«tf
Belfast were recent guests of Mrs. lantlc. Me
rinda Orne. They attended the Sen
Rockland
72*80
March
from
Faust
...........
Gounod
arr.
by
Krug
child were weekend guests of Mr.
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper or «teKorns were E. C. St. Clair.
ior ball at Colby last week.
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for hographer, regular or substitute.
........................... Torjussen nothing was lacking.
TEL
and Mrs. Samuel Fuller, leaving A Summer Reverie
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, 1 upright
given
out
and
flags
were
waving
and
eight.
Inc
shore
privilege
In
Cushing
Albert
McCarty
Lorenzo Bradford who has been liv
62*tf piano, both in fine condition—1 Edison phon
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Win Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas 726-W.
Monday for Crawford’s Pond where Tarantelle ..................................................... Raff attached to every car. With a State
ing at the Meadows has moved into
V. F STUDLEY INC .
throp. Mass., spent Sunday with ton, Me
49-tf
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter; ograph, good as new.
they will occupy their cottage for the The Flatterer ..................................... Chaminade
policeman
and
the
Drum
Corpg
in
71-tf
the upper tenement of the Coates
3 all round flsh men
PORT CLYDE FISH Music Dept , Rockland, 283 Main St.
Edna Gregory
Mrs. Sjogren’s parents. Mr. apd Mrs.
summer.
the
lead
the
procession
started
with
The
Princess
......................................
Sartor
io
AND
COLD
STORAGE
CO.
61-if
house on Water street.
FOR SALE—German Police Pups.
Seven
Edgar
Smith.
The Fords of Rockland played
Delma Greene. Angelina Mazzeo,
more noise than Camden has heard
old.
Males $20. Females $16.
Tel.
Miss Nellie Sawyer is at home on a
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and weeks
Evelyn Greene
Mrs. Adella Goding of Hope who
Warren on the baseball field here
162.
MRS HAROLD H NASH, Camden,
years. They paraded
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14 Me.
vacation.
Syiphid’s Waltz....................................... Franke for many
Melvin
Heights
_________________
71-76
Friday night with a score of 12-0 in
JOHN S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
42-7
through Main to Mechanic streets, has been spending a few days with
Annette Segal. Evelyn Greene
Robert McFarland and Miss Alien
My OAKLAND SIX-CYLINDER
FOR SALE—Double tenement house and
favor of Warren.
June is in My Heart ............................ Vaughn
over Free, down Elm and then to her sister, Mrs. Nellie Wilkins was a
Whitehouse of Pittsfield were dinner
SEDAN.
Thoroughly
overhauled;
barn.
Hardwood floors, bath room. Gurney
Miss Adelaide Cross
The unwelcome wire-worm seems
the old “Y” ramp site at Lake Me- recent guest at Ralph Conant’s in
hot water heater
All in good condition''*'
Miscellaneous
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Crock
Intermezzo
.................................................
Heins
new
piston
rings;
good
tins;
good
Rockland.
especially busy in this vicinity late
Lot
240
feet on street, 135 feet deep, 12 nice
guntlcook.
Here
the
program
start

Carol Flanagan
ett Sunday.
Miss Ruth McFarland
paint. Mileage 12,886.
<
NOTICE—On and after this date 1 will not joutig fruit trees, raspberry and blackberry
ly as Hollis Starrett complains of Narcissus .....................................................Nevin
Mrs.
Edith
Carver
of
Malden
ed
and
the
first
thing
was
a
ballreturned to Pittsfield with them for a the loss of nearly half of 4000 recent
be responsible for any hills other than those bushes.
Handsome shade trees, one of Hie
Low price. Cash, or any reas
Annette Segal. Vangie Hopkins
game between the High School and Mass., Mrs. A. D. Simmons, Mrs.
contracted by myself.
June 33, 1935.
Alt
best locations in town.
13 DUNN ST, Thom
visit.
.................
Johnson
onable terms at the option of the
ly set strawberry plants from this Tarantelle
Gertrude
Havener
and
Mrs.
Ethel
aston.
Phone
133-3 or 234-J Rockland.
L
H
VR
S
SMALLEY
__________________
73*21
Business
Men
which
the
former
won
A Leafy Way ............................................... Adams
Wednesday. St. John the Baptist
buyer. Am not selling this car
cause alone.
York
were
entertained
Friday
at
TENT,
10x10.
greco
and
white
striped
can

Evelyn
Greene
15 to 12. Coach Burrlll was in the
Day. will be celebrated with holy
because it is worn out and want a
vas has been used very little, a bargain if
S. A. Watts is hauling this year’s Anitra’s Dance ........................................... Grieg
FOR SALE—7-ropm house; . fire plape, ,
communion. Music and sermon at catch of about 700.000 alewives to Morning ....................................................... Grieg box for the High School and “Left#* the home of Mrs. Charles Berry on
taken at once;
Apply to ROCKLAND AWN
new one. I am going away and
plazZa, city water, large barn ; 2 htii pen*,
Spear
street.
Dwinai
for
the
"recuperates.
”
Sev

tXG
CO.,
next
door
north
to
Courier-Gazette
May Johnston. Edna Gregory
10 o’clock at St. John the Baptist
%
acre land—near town. Apply to WALTER
desire to rent the garage at my
Warren depot for shipment.
Polish Dancers
office.
75*77 MORAN, 70 Beechwoods St , Thomaston.
krentzlin eral old time stars were trying their J
Mr. and Mrs. Frod Furbush, maid
»1
church. Episcopal.
home,
57
Talbot
Ave.
Apply
with

Angelina Mezzeo
Rev. H. M. Purrington will speak
______________________________ 69*84 ,,,
PIANO INSTRUCTION during summer by
Mrs. Fred Overlook a :d sister, Hor- on “Expectation” at the Wednesday Hungarian Dance No 7 ...................... Brahms comeback stunt land among them and- chauffeur of Lynnfield. Mass,
in
ten
days
to
pianist
of
SAM
()
SET
HOTEL
DRCHES
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4tense Wilson, are leaving today on a evening meeting of the Baptist Waltz A Fiat ......................................... Brahma was “Doc" Long. Clayt McCi.hh, Don are guests at the Thorndike home
TRA ; elementary advanced ; moderate terms ; wrheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tires.
E. W. PIKE
75-77
May Johnston
Richards, "Lefty” Dwinai and so on. stead on Sea street.
residence. • Address D. FOWLER Satn-O Set This is the latest Jewett production with the
motor trip to Boston where they will church.
Hide and Seek ....................................... Schytte Pitchers were numerous. In fact al
Hotel.
75*8H wonderful 33 h p. engine.
All hllle are
visit for a few days. Upon their re
Mr. and, Mrs. Frank Colby and
Mrs. I Ida Russell and father, J. W. A Scarf Dance ......................................... Wright most as many as the aches and
$14L>
GET YOUR GERMAN POLICE DOGS—Pups the same height to this car oo high.
Delma Greene
turn they will be accompanied by Farrar, accompanied hv Miss Lillian
daughter Barbara have been In Bel
delivered
J.
T.
GAY,
Waldoboro
64-tf
at the Libby homestead Farm, come and see
Brillante ............. Eggeling pains of the next day.
their sister. Edith Wilson, a teacher Russell, Dana Smith. Jr. and Russell Minka—{Mazurka
fast for a few days called by the
them
if
you
don
’
t
buy.
We
have
the
nicest
Albert McCarty, Miss Lamb
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table, 6 chairs,
During
the
game
pop
and
ice
in the Malden schools.
death of Mr. Colby's father.
hunch of pups in the Country.
O B. LIP.
Four Non-9inkable Boats, whale
sideboard, china closet; also osteopath*- t»Smith, went Thursday to Washing Gipsy Rondo ............................................. Haydn
BY. Warisen,_______________________________
Me
Tel. 173-3
73*80 hie; mahogany bureau, store sign.
A public supper of the Ladies’ Aid ton for the summer, where they will May Johnston, EdnaGregory, Evelyn Greene cream cones were passed out and
HU8Mrs. iNancy J. Tribou and Mrs
boat model, 20 feet long by 6 feet
.Second Valse Brillante Op. 36............. Godard
quickly devoured by the 200 huppY
A
meeting
of
the
Goshen
Cemei
TON Tl TTLE BOOK CO._____________ 60-tf
of the Methodist church will be held reside on Mr. Farrar’s farm.
NOTICE
Spin Spin ..................................................... Rossi youngsters. After the game
wide. All hardware copper and
the Annie Deane motored to Wiscasset
tery Association will b« held Wednesday.
F0R
gAiE
—
staaUy
House
—
Bu
IS
rooms.
at the vestry this afternoon at 6.30.
Annette Segal
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. C. E
Mrs. Josepha Watts is visiting in
bronze. Equipment includes masts,
June 24, for the purpose of mowing and 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
Good Night ................................................. Nevin track meet took place and here was
Rev. H. S. Kilborn and family are Boston.
otherwise Improving the eemetery.
All lot Improvements; one of the best locations In
Walmsley
of
Bangor
and
witnessed
spars,
sails,
sail
covers,
awnings
Edna Gregory
excitement enough to All the air a
in Boston on business.
owners are requested to attend.
Picnic din
Mrs. K. J. Overlock returned Sat
and poles. Boats and eauipment
week. There were broad jumps, high the departure of MacMillan on his
ner will be served.
If stormy, next fair day. the city; In first class condition throughout.
E. P. Starrett is spending two urday from a vacation of several
polar expedition.
new. Built at Portsmouth Navy
LA FOREST I MANK, Secretary.
73-73 Call or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST
jumps,
dashes,
swimming
races,
long
Rottkland, Me.
53-f<
weeks with his sister. Mrs. Carrie weeks spent as the guest of relatives
Miss Stahl’s Pupils
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Gallagher ol
Yard and can be seen at White
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere in
runs,
short
runs
and
some
that
Page in Woodfords.
Mr. Starrett in Boston and New Haven, Conn.
FOR
SALE
—
Ail
kinds
of
wood
dellrei
)Md
A program of 34 numbers, which couldn't run at all. Yes, there were Riley were weekend guests of Mr
State
Have
best
e<iuipment.
No
damage
Head Coast Guard Station. Bar
LL.
has not had a rest from business for
from fire.
Write for rates, long experience.
T. V. Mathews is doing plumbing never lost interest, and which never events for everybody from the 1st and Mrs. Edward Piper.
gain
price
for
the
lot.
Would
Thomaston,
R.
F.
D.
Tel.
263-21
Rockland.
fEARL
CRO(
KKETT.
Brooks.
Me
72*83
eight years.
Charles Lovejoy is as in Washington for the firm of A. T failed to win appreciative applause
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
47-tf
make
good
life
boats
or
vessel's
grade
boys
to
the
High
School
grad

sisting in carrying on the business Norwood.
SHOE REPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired
was presented by the pupils of Miss uates. And prizes, why there were Mrs. Cacildia Cain dined at Dutch's
yawls.
FOR SALE—9-room nouae; hoi water hMt,
and renewed.
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR
during his absence.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Russell and Margaret G. Stahl in the vestry of more prizes than anybody sees at Inn Sunday at Northport, it being
ING
CO . 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Blo'-k. cement cellar; modern improvements; Itrgs
H. L. MASON, Spruce Head, Me.
Maurice Sullivan is visiting his sis daughter Sarah of Ellsworth were the Universalist Church last night.
garden.
New grocery buslasss well stocked.
Rockland.
69
tf
the twentieth anniversary of Capt,
Tel. Rockland 401.
75-80
M. G. (iURNEY. 3 Park St.. Camde*.
ST-K
ter, Ellen Sullivan. Mr. Sullivan has weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. The solos, duets and trios showed the National inter-collegiates. There
IF THERE IS ANYTHING YOU WISH to
and Mrs. Torrey.
Their many
were
bronze
medals,
silver
medals
been a patrolman in Boston for 37 Dana Smith.
buy and ean’t And the person who has It to
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant 8t.
faithful application on the part of all kinds of medals: hunting-knives friends extent! congratulations and
sell, just drop us a line and we will find it All modern.
years.
LIZZIE F. HAHN_______ 62-tf
Miss Stahl’s pupils. The program:
Jack knives and really bushels of best wishes for added years of happy
for you.
Or if you have any tiling to sell
Next Sunday will he flower mission
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Cent
Especially encouraging Grange re Trio--The Soldiers Are Coming ............ Bohia each and every kind.
we will find you a customer
We have for
wedded
life.
AB*
Sunday at the prison.
Members of ports came from West Virginia and
Hugh Benner, Maurice Duncan, Harold
sale now on our list : A nearly new four- Charles E. Hall. Mlddla St Heights.
Mrs. Mabel Withee. Miss Maxine
. By the time the final distribution
burner Gas Range with oven; a two-burner THUB L. ORNE, 417 Bala St., Rockland.
Halligan
the W. C. T. U. will meet at Mrs. Su Wisconsin, both states witnessing
____________________________________ «T-tr
Spofford,
Capt.
and
Mrs.
A.
D.
Sim

of
prizes
had
been
made
the
appe
On
the
March
...
>
..................................
Zilcher
gas
plate
and
tube;
a
Hudson
touring
car
san Strout’s Saturday at 1.30 p. m. to extensive revival work with several
in good condition or will exchange for a
The Bon-Bon Dance ................................ Lyncs
tites were running at a 60-mile an mons motored to P.elfast Sunday
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
arrange flowers.
On account of the new subordinates organized and va
smaller car; a man’s black Kersey suit, bulbs, hardy lilHas, floral sprays, pillows,
Evelyn Pietrosky
Livsey hour pace and the chefs began thetr where they were guests of friends.
nearly new, size 36; and several beautiful new wreaths made up at xery reasonable prlcoe.
large, number of inmates those in rious lagging ones pulled into line Duet—Dance cf the Sunbeams
The name of Margaret Lindsey
duties. Beans, frankforts, rolls, pop
braided fugs.
If there is any of these things Expert workmanship.
Bertha Knight. Miss Stahl
charge appeal to all who hive flowers again. The farmers in both these
free delivery any
you wish, or if you would like us to sell any where In Knox County. CLARK’S FLOWER
Up in the Morning Early
.... Orth ice cream, milk and all the trim should have appeared in the list of
to contribute as many
each ojae states are calling for the Grange in
thing
for
you,
write
BOX 108, ROCKLAND
Ruth Teel
SHOP, 382 Main St opposite Thorndike Hothe
sixth
grade
pupils
receiving
100
ming
were
ready
and
the
line
began
can.
_________ ,_____________________ 73-73
tel. Rockland
Tel. 1436-W___________ 3fi-tf
fields where it has not heretofore The Soldier Boy ........................... ........ Paldi
A large audience attended the chil existed and competent organizers The Happy Farmer ...................... Schumann its march by the cabin. They were in rank- during the last term of
HEMSTITCHING AND PIC0T?NG=We are
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
The Cricket and the Bumblebee . Chadwick served from windows, doors, piazzas school and recently published in
prepared
tp
execute
your
order
for
hemstitch

dren’s concert at the Baptist church are being sent out in response to the
cultivation, real money maker.
L.
F.
Francis Dyer
ing and plcoting in the best possible wav. CHASE. 45 Middle St.
Tel 665-2.
35-tf
Sunday evening.
It was much en
Duet The Pixies Waltzing.................... Brown steps and everywhere there chanced these columns.
We have Just installed a new Hemstitching
call.
Owen and Frederick Cavanaugh
to be a "dlsher." And it made your
joyed.
ERRANDS
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND
Machine
Leave your orders at our trim
The Bobolink ..................... ".... ... Williams heart glad to see the calories disap are visiting their grandmother, Mrs,
Go anywhere.
C.. 0 HARming department and they will be prompt’y done promptly.
Members of Orient Lodge and Grace
Brook ....................................... .......... Bilbro
1-ft
Peninsula
in The
filled
FULLER COBB DAVI8
69-tf ADEN.Tel. 156-M or 629-J
In the Upper
Long. Long Ago ........................... ........ Bayley pear from the field of action. The Carrie B. Cavanaugh in ‘Portland.
Chapter, O. E. S., responded in good
the
Grange
is
forging
Mrs.
Sarah
Levensaler
of
Waldo
line was almost endless and a good
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
ly number to Rev. J. W. Strout’s in Michigan
Nathalie Jones
To Let
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
vitation to attend service at the Con ahead rapidly and the organization The Paper Chain Waltz .......... .......... Lynes many faces were recognized twice boro is the guest of Mrs.’ Mellic I
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD ST
but nobody minded, they were out Magune.
TO LET—Front office on second floor.
gregational church Sunday morning. in that part of the state has never
Hugh Benner
i
_____
5;
If
News of the sudden death of Mar
| VESPER A. LEACH
75-tf
They formed an appreciative part of been so prosperous before. Among Trio—Dancing in the Sunshine .......... Bilbro fo give the boys a good time and
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
Cynthia Wasgatt, Barbara Blalsdell,
they couldn't choose a stronger way E. Ingraham which occurred Friday
the young men in these Granges
TO LET--On Broadway 200 feet from Park
the congregation.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO , 408 Multi St.
Viola
Joy
June 19. at Caribou, was a shock to
53-tf St a hoirse with 4 rooms and small ell.
The remains of Mrs. George An baseball teams and other athletic Then You’ll Rcinemt>er Me .... .......... Balfe than “enroute to stomach.”
Electric lights and water.
Lpw rent to the
Early in the evening the young his many friends in this vicinity and
............ May
drews were received here Saturday activities are featuring large an<^ Juanita .......................................
LAWNMOWERS—Let us overhaul and right party.
W. A. CLEVELAND 33 Pacific
Helen Matson
4rmy was ready to move and the followed closely that of his wife
Sharpen your machine now.
We call for St City._________________________________
and interred.
A prayer at the cem greatly increase interest.
Playing on the Lawn ................ .......... Bilbro procession again started. The boys
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
which occurred April 10. Since her
etery by Rev. J. W. Strout was the
On the .Sand Heap .................. ........ Lemont
TO LET—Tenement on Masonic street, cen
408 Main St
55-if
Thebe handsome, comfortable
had a nice ride to Rockland and death he has been with his daughter
Harriet Moran
trally located; all modern.
With garage.
only ceremony.
Mrs. Andrews was
Birthday Party .......................... ... Williams home the back route and then at 5.30 Mrs. Mark Wadsworth in Caribou
AWNINGS
MADE
TO
ORDER,
prices
right,
Inquire
at KiTTREDGE PHARMACY, cbr.
Mary Emma Dow of *Thomaston, a
Couch Hammocks in Khaki, Grey
•
Bessie Crltch
truck
and
wagon
covers;
tents,
curtains,
Main
and
Park
St
74-78
sharp landed en masse at the door He was born In Camden, 74 years
sister of Mrs. Octavia Gillchrest. A
Song of the Rushing Stream .. .......... Risher
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special
PER ROLL
of
the
Comique
Theatre
where
they
ago.
When
only
20
years
of
age
he
TO
LET
—
Furnished
rooms
for
light
houseThe
Rosy
Morn
.............
and
Green.
Those
are
priced
low
ty.
ROCKLAND
AWNING
CO..
P.
O
Box
.......... Ritter
son Walter Andrews of Framingham,
keeping and one single room.
19 OCEAN
SLATE SURFACED $2. Per Roll
took possession for the final show moved-to Mapleton. Aroostook Coun
(Jertrude Simmons
441, Rockland, .Maine.
50-tf
Mass., and a daughter, Mrs. Fickett of
ST.
Tel. 1062 W.
74-76
Duet—Curly Locks Waltz ........ .............. Orth ,of movies and the end of a perfect ty, where for many years he carried
enough to be within everybody
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge,
Athens, Ga., accompanied the re
Harriet Moran. Ruth Teel
C. A. RANSOM
TO LET-Furnished rooms at 27 Camden
covered buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TULday.
on
a
successful
business
in
a
gen
\
lolin
Solo
—
-Ave
Maria
............
Bach-Gounod
mains.
St.
TEL 403
7V76
527 Conccrd Ave., CAMBRIDGE,
MAN MORSE, 359 Main St.
Tel. 868-M.
To the Y. M. C. A. and John Taylor eral store.
Cynthia Wasgatt
A few years ago he reach.
Mrs. C. T. Clark and Chester Rog
MASS. Dept. M.
69-130
>_______
1-tf
Over the Waves .......................................Schaefer goes the credit for the original plans fame to Rockport and bought the
TO LET—Centrally located garage, low
ers of Weymouth, Mass., recent
The Clown Dance .................................... Hatch
LADIES— Reliable stock of hair goods at rental, roomy Apply to W. I*. BURPEE, <3
for the day. To his many find fuith Washburn Ingraham farm where he
Tel. 552-W,_____________ 74*77
Maurice Duncan
guests of T. O. Long, returned home
Ibe Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mall Park St.
ful
assistants
goes
the
credit
for
the
Sweetheart
.................................................
Risher
lived
until
the
death
of
his
wife.
He
orders
solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
•Saturday.
Mrs. Ix>ng and daugh
TO LET—Garage corner Suffolk and FulSpring Is Here .......................................... Risher perfect carrying out of the day was a man of integrity and highly
*
____
—
1-tf
ton streets
CALL 618-J
73:tf
ter Gladys accompanied th£m and will
Barbara Blalsdell
Duet—The Dancing Gypsy .................. Paid! Everyone cooperated splendidly and resperted as a citizen and neighbor
visit in Worcester and Westbrook.
a" klnd’.’f ! TO LET—Up.ulrs .partnKnt, rotaer Union
business men and boys alike made He is survived by two daughters
Bessie Crltch, Kathleen Noaworthy
rrurklng ,e<i limine
ll’tr(and Grove street.
MRS. UANDBRS. 109
Spring’s Jubilee .................................. Krentzlin the day a huge success.
Union St
Tel. 334 W.
Mrs. Mark Wadsworth .of Caribou
72-tf
Novelty dance at Thomaston Gym
Gertrude Phillips
Let's just thank everyone as
and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth of
Barcarolle, from "Tales of Hoffman'
TO LET—The Daggett house, 198 Rankin
nasium Thursday. June 25.
Dean’s
street
Suitable for small family of adult<
........................................................... Offenbach whole an<’ lo those who worked so Rockport and a sister. Mrs. Georgia
Orchestra.
Balcony 15c; ladies 25c;
Apply to’ MRS G. K. MERRILL. 399 Broad
Myr.le Sprague
hard, their reward was sufficiently Simonton of Simonton. Remains
gentlemen 50c.—adv.
Through the Cornfields .................. Krentzlin expressed in the beaming faces ot
way____________________________ Tl-if
STRING OF AMBER BEADS
wer6 brought here and funeral serv
Dancing in the Sunbeams.................... Sharpe
TO LET—Furnished 5-room cottage on
June 17. either irf Rockland, Knox
the youngsters themselves as they ices will be held this Tuesday af
Kathleen Noaworthy
beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk
Hotel, "Thomaston, or electric car
The Acrobat ............................................... Gilder lived through that day they will ternoon at 2 o’clock at his late resl
WARREN
from general store.
Purest drinking water.
Willis Sullivan, Harold Halligan
TEL 975-M Rockland.______________ 60-76
from (Thomaston to Warren—Re
Miss Ethel Hart who graduated When you begin to earn
never
forget.
dence
on
Wast
street.
Interment
Minuet In G........................................... Beethoven
ward.
74.75
TO LET—One furnished front room kl 10
from Castine Normal School last You should begin to save.
Cynthia Wasgatt
Will be in West Rorkport.
Harvest Festival ...................................... Franke
PLEASANT ST
69*tf
week, is the guest of her mother,
MRS. F. A. HOVEY, Waldoboro
Humoresque
.............................................
Dvorak
Mrs. Ella Hart.
TOILET—Furnished tenement 1st floor, all
June Brewer
‘
modern. F. L SHAW’, 47 North Main St. •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Copeland of
Woodland Spell .................................. Krentzlin
BRAND NEW
.fa'ii.
______ _______________________________ 69-tf
Harold Halligan
Bath have been the guests of Albert
THIRTY
FOOT
Fur Elbe ........................................... Beethoven
fi IMOGEN ES Looked For An
TO LET—A good size modem house with
Copeland during the past week.
Vivian Hall
space in good garage If desired.
Inquire
ft
Honest Man, If He Had
Friends will be very sorry to learn
Duet—Spring Festival .......................... Llchner
at
12 KNOX ST
Tel. 578-W.
67 tf
ft Been Wise Enough to Advar(iertrude Phillips, Margaret Thomas
of the serious illness of Miss Celinda :
429 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
Tarantella ................................................. Lyncs
TO LET—Two furnished apartments at La
ft tise Ho Could Hava Sat Still
Spear, who has been at the home of:
Rosa. Grove street; also apartment on Ook
Willis Sullivan
ft and Waited For Honest Men
her niece, Mrs. Maynard Creamer.
"Martha" .................. Flowtow
St
ERNEST C DAVIS, at Fuller-Cohb-DaA strictly mutual savings Fantasia from Mildred
ft to Coma to Him.
Hprague
vI» .__________
67-tf
Miss Spear wag taken to Knox Hos
Another summer neeessity—sold
Nocturne .............................................. Krentzlin
ft
Would also make a vary desirable
PARK 8TREET, • -•ROCKLAND
bank
pital Friday afternoon where she
TO LET—Furnished rooma—living toon.
Gladys Alley
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
Lobster or Fish Boat
14-tf
kitchen, shed, flush closet. Adults only
72
underwent an operation at 7 o’clock

VEEDOL, THE HEAT RESISTING OH

F

25 REGISTERED* MILKING SHORTHORN
CATTLE

MONDAY, JUNE 29

J. F. ANDREWS, Jefferson, Me.

n Everybody’s Column

FOR

SALE

FOR

SALE

PENOBSCOT BAY Oil COMPANY
Petroleum and Its Products
ROCKLAND, ME.

£

•»••

FOR SALE

FOR

SALE

SUMMER
SPECIALS

ROLL ROOFINj $1

REFRIGERATORS

START
SAVING NOW

LOST

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

FRED S, MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

CRUISER

FOR SALE

that evening, from which she rallied
successfully and is comfortable as
can be expected.
William Stickney is quite ill at his
home on Main street.
Mrs. Mabel Tibbetts was initiated
into the degrees of the O. E. S. on
Friday evening. Refreshments of ice
cream ami cookies were served after
the work.

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

Duet—Rosetta ..................................................
Vivian Hall. Marion Teel
Fantasia from "Faust" ............ Gounod-Krug
Margaret Thomas
Bardlet:* ................................................. Nevin
Marion Teel
Duet—Caprice .......................... Seymour Smith
Margaret Thomas, Mias Stahl

Hot Weather Drinks, delicious, re
freshing, in three varieties; Lily
Chop Tea, Iced. Rumford Ginger

at prices you can't help approving.

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE

RAILWAYS

Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKER8

FRED A. CLARK

STONINGTON

PUBLIC AUTO

FURNITURE CO.
U MAROVB

EIGHTH SEASON
Ready to serve my old customers
and new in a Studebaker Big Six

313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tha Famsu, Sheet Music yeu see adver
tised In nil the leadind mainlines.
Over 220 selections—send tor
catalogue.

CAMDE\ STREET
Tel. 333-1.
57 tf
TO LET—Furnished room with bath.
Tt
MASONIC 8T
51.|f

Used Cars
FORD i/a TON TRUCK, new body, ell In
good shape, can buy ot right price; also
Dodge 2.-.IHI lb. truck newly pointed, stake
indy, extra long, looks like sew.
l^illy perfec

>•
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Every-Other-Day

Hastings & Co.

A distinguished visitor at Hotel THE ALUMNI MEETING
-Rockland over the weekend was Carl
Bishop, who for 26 years has been
general secretary of the Kansas City Four Hundred Old Grads En
Y. M. C. A. and stands among the
joyed Fine Program, Re
la addition to personal note* recording de
foremost leaders of that great orpartures and arrivals, thin departure es
inization.
Mr.
Bishop
has
been
enfreshments
and Dance.
pecially desire* Information of social hap
tged l»y the Chicago Association to
pening*. aarfiea. musicals, etc. Notes sent
by apU or telephone will bo gladly received.
write the biography of the late L.
The annual reception of the Rock
TELEPHONE ......................................... in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Richard Wilbur Messer, and his visit here at land High School Alumni Association
son, Mrs. Roger Wolcott, Miss Lets this time was to confer with Mis. was given last night in the new High
The arrival and departure of Strong and Miss Anna Richardson Messer in that connection.
School auditorium with the class of
1 guests during the vacation season Is motored to Waterville Sunday.
1925 as guests of honor. The at
of Interest both to them and their
William Wood and George B. Wood. tendance was excellent and the pro
friends.
The Courier-Gazette is
Miss Emma Dorgan Is home from Jr., are visiting their grandparents gram of such a general and interest
glad to print such items of social Gorham Normal School.
in Dorchester, Mass.
ing nature that it made an appeal to
news and will thank Its friends to
every age. The honor Of presiding
supply It with information In this
Mrs. Justin L. Cross and (laugh at the first “Alumni” in the new'j
■Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown leave
connection.
S
about the middle of July for Booth- ter. Miss Adelaide Cross, left Satur building fell upon the capable should
bay Harbor, where they will occupy day night on a two weeks’ trip in the ers of William J. Sullivan, who
Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich has Mr. Brown's new studio for the bal course of which they will make vis handled the gavel with all the dig
opened her summer cottage, The ance of the season. They are to be its in Wilmington, Del., Philadelphia nity lent by his four glowing gold
Crags, at Tenant’s Harbor. This located In the very center of the art Washington and Baltimore,
teeth.
a
____
morning Major Talbot Aldrich, ac
Tlie program was brief but inter
colony and are looking forward to *
companted by his family, arrived very pleasant season.
RACKLIFF-PACKARD
esting. Miss Anna E. Coughlin was
from Boston In his new yacht, the
given a rousing welcome that proved
A pretty home .wedding was added
Bethulia III., and will make the
Miss Effle Perkins, teacher at the to the June*celebrations (Saturday af beyond
question
the
unfailing
Harbor his home port for the sum Tyler Building, has returned tp her
ternoon when Elien L. Rackllff of 45 affection of the "boys and girls.”
mer.
home in Newcastle for the summer. Granite street and Vesper L. Pack Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost sang a de
ard of Warren were joined in mar licious solo, accompanied by her
Prof. Wilbert Snow of Wesleyan riage with the double ring ceremony mother, Mrs. A. J. Bird, and Miss
Mrs. Jennie Bird and daughter
Dorothy arc, at their , Talbot avenue College. Middleton, Conn., accom by Rev. Benjamin P. Browne of the Elizabeth Marsh read a poem of other
home for the summer after several panied by Mrs. Snow and their tWo First Baptist church. The home was days that carried her hearers back to
months spent in Boston and Tren children are guests of Mrs. C. F. colorful with poppies and ferns and Daddy Payne’s flying coat tails and
ton, N. J. Miss Madeline Bird who|Kimmons where they will visit for the bride was charmingly attired in the earthquake. Thb new curtain of
Is a teacher In the public schools of awhile preparatory to making an light blue satin and carried a bridal the auditorium, the gift of the boys
Trenton, will arrive in this city extended camping tour by automo bouquet of roses.
The bride’s niece and girls’ glee clubs of 1924. was ded
bile. Prof. Snow, besides bearing off little Miss Rutn Alice Rackllff, was icated amid applause to Miss Esther
Saturday.
the honor of winning tlie prize poem ring bearer carrying tlie rings in the Stevenson by Miss Lucy Marsh, presi
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis and in connection with Bowdoin College heart of a rose. After the cere dent of the clubs last year. Judge L.
i Lucien K. Green are in New York commencement, was further honored mony, performed in tlie presence ol R. Campbell made a characteristic,
by his alma mater with the degree of the immediate family and special humor-filled speech of school days of
City.
Master of Arts.
guests, light refreshments were en long ago that left his audience chuck
I
Mrs. Jennie Bird Is entertaining I
Joyed and Mr. and Mrs. Packard ling. Mrs. Lela MacAllister Speed
this afternoon at her Talbot avenue
Miss Avy Brown is In Portland on slipped away on a motor trip for one of the Association's staunchest
home In honor of Mrs. Nettle Bird | a week's visit.
destinations unknown. Miss Rack- supports, made a neat little talk, fol- I
Frost
llff to the popular secretary'of How lowed by Walter H. Butler, George |
Mrs. Fred B. Bobbins and daugh ard & Brown and Mr. Packard is an | E. Torrey, the oldest alumnus pres- II Giant Alarm Clocks, conMr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens are on ter, Miss Nathalie Bobbins, have electrician with the E. O. Phllbrook! ent, and Arthur L. Orne. Music for cealed alarm patent shuta week's motor trip to Framingham I gone to Westfield, N. Y„ where they & Son.
Mr. and Mrs. Packard will | the dance was furnished by Marsh's I _< _____ 1___
off, Seamless
seamless Case,
case, HUSn
plan to spend the remainder ol the reside at 45 Granite street and "i
”'l«®.
Mass.
will
| Orchestra.
summer.
plated
backs,
The election of officers resulted in nickel
be at home after July la.
Lucien Thomas is the guest of his
this manner: President, O. A. Palmer; American
made,
fully
Mrs. Elitha Llnscott leaves Wed
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Thomas,
vice president, Mrs. Lela MacAllister
Spruce street for a few days.
Mr. nesday to visit her aunt, Mrs. Mhttle
guaranteed
.................
*...
Speed; secretary-treasurer. Miss Ma
Thomas is an electrical engineer and Richards in East Belfast. She wilt
rlon Marsh; executive committee.
has been employed in that capacity by also visit her cousin. Mrs. fcettie
Miss Esther Stevenson, Miss Agnes
THE THEATRE AROUND
Union Suits,
the Electrical Bond and Share Co. of Phllbrick, In Thorndike.
Flanagan, Harold B. Burgess and Summer
THE CORNER
New York, and has been in’Cuba the
Mrs. W. C. Ladd. A checkup on the
past two years, looking over the
50,
Gen. and Mrs. H. M. Lord arriv
Association angle of the High School sizes 46, 48 and
work, improving the old plants, in Friday from Washington and wilt go
TODAY
Equipment Fund showed classes
some places installing new.
He at once to their summer home at
1885, $5; 1899, $3; 1900, 35; 1901 each
“MY WIFE AND I”
traveled all over the island the first Martinsville, where they will be
3100; 1906, $271.86; 1907, 3100; 1910,
year but later was stationed in San Joined by their daughter, Mrs. Frank
—With—
325; 1909, 310; 1912, 315; 1914, 334:
tiago.
Mr. Thomas likes the work W. Rensselaer of Elmira. N. T„ who
Huntley Gordon,
1919, 35.
The American Legion has
and the South as the climate seems is now the guest of Mrs. ftalph
5/2 yards Lockwood Cotcontributed 322.32 and Miss Lucy
and
Irene
Rich
to agree with him.
Mrs. Thomas
Whitney in Thomaston.
Mr. Rens
Rhodes presented $41 in behalf of her
and little son, Herrick, who can com
selaer was there over the weekend,
class and $105 for the Cardinal Club Ion ......................................
pete with his father In the use of
Wednesday-Thursday
returning to Elmira last night. Gen
antid paplause. The total is $961.79
the Spanish language, were in Cuba
anj, Mrs. Lord wIU be accompanied
Double Feature Program
also.
by Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and sons,
Boston Bags, 15 inch,
Herbert Prescott, R. II. S., ’25 who will be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
I black patent leather finish
leaves in a few days to attend sum J. F. Cooper during the summer.

Social Circles

Mrs. Witoon Keene and ehildren
Wilson, Jr. and Janice of Washing
ton, D. C„ are here fer the summer,
, guests of Mrs. Keene’s parents, Mr.
[ and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, Masonic
street. Mr. Keene Is now on the Pa1 clfic coast but will be In Rockland
before the summer passe*.

WIL

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

JUNE 26

JUNE 25

JUNE 27
YOU

EXTRAORDINARY DOLLAR VALUES IN NEW, FRESH MERCHANDISE.
SAVE FROM 25 TO 50 CENTS ON EVERY DOLLAR
MAIL ORDERS FILLED EVERY DAY
Flags, 44x72 ................................................ ...
Men’s Night Shirts..............................................
Scrim Curtains, lace edge, pair........................
English Prints for dresses, fast colors, 5 yds.
Feather Pillows, 2 for.........................................
Thermos Bottles, each.........................................
Quilt-size Batts, 3 lbs............................................
30c Batting, 4 rolls...........................................

EMPIRE

mer school at Farmington.

Edward Atkins of Portland was
weekend visitor In the city.

Miss Elizabeth Hamlin and John
I Burke left yesterday afternoon to
I visit friends in Bath.

Miss Ellen Thompson, teacher at
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Day. recently
th* Tyler Building, has returned to | wedded, hare gone to spend a brief
her home In Friendship for the honeymoon with the bride's parents,
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Burgess, at Matinicus.
Mr. and Mrs. John Albert Sylves
ter, Jr. (Miss Louise Bickford) have
Miss Mary C. Hart of the Knox
been weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs. Hospital staff, 1A on a two weeks' va
R. A. Bickford, Beech street. Mr. cation visit to her home in Whitman,
Sylvester returned to Washington Mass.
D. C. yesterday for business rea
sons. Mrs. Sylvester will spend the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Rhodes of
summer with her parents in this
Limerock street have the sympathy
city.
of the community in the loss of their

Mrs. E. K. Gould is in Boston for | daughter, Mary A. Rhodes who died
Sunday, following an attack of pneu
the week.
monia. The deceased was two and
Miss Helen Thompson, who has o«e-half years old. Private funeral
been assistant matron In the Indus services were held this forenoon. Rev.
trial School for girls in Hallowell, the C. A. Knickerbocker officiating. An
past two years, returned home Satur other daughter. Ruth Rhodes, Is at
day and will be the guest of her par Knox Hospital, recovering from
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Thompson operation.
during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robert* have,
Eben Mills, who has been in Knox I moved from Oranfce street to 493
Hospital for an operation, has re I Main street, and are making their
turned to his home on Cedar street. | home with their son, J. E. Roberts.
He Is getti/ig along nicely and able
to get about with the aid of crutches.
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller and son
I Nathan of Augusta are spending the
The Missionary Society connected | week at Cooper’s Beach, guests of
with the Baptist church will meet Miss Ruth Cobb.
Wednesday afternoon in the chapel at
2.30.
Twenty-six guests spent Friday
afternoon at the home of .Mr. and
Joy reigned In Kiddie-Land
Mrs. Fred Pierce of South Thomas
Tuesday when 60 youngsters re ton, where their grandson, Donald
ceived invitations to a lawn-party to Borgerson, of this city celebrated
he given by Niel (son of Mr. and his third birthday anniversary. Ice
Mrs. Wallace Little) and Dorothy cream and a beautiful pink birthday
Boynton (niece of Mr. and Mrs. Tom cake were served in the dining room
Foley) at the home of Neil on and tiny rose baskets filled with
Broadway last Saturday.
A beauti fancy cookies were given as favors
ful day and an Immense lawn were Swings and daisy fields kefft the lit
all the kiddies needed. All kinds oi tle folks busy and happy through
games were played and enjoyed by out the afternoon. The guests were:
young and old. Bright paper caps Alice Baum, Elizabeth Till, Albert
lolll-pops with painted faces took up Davis, Jr.. Vina Harlow, Barbara
their attention, after which Ice Harlow. Carroll Graves and Alberta
cream, cake, punch and
fancy I qraves of South Thomaston, Ethel
cookies
were
served
by
Miss Hayes,
Ruth
Witham,
DorothyThelma Morey, Miss Nellie Snow. Wltham. Doris Borgerson, Jack
Miss Margaret Egan, Hugh Little I Huke, Edward Hayes and James
and Roland Rackllff. Five o’clock Hayes of .Rockland *and Bobby
came all too soon.
Each child was Brown of Ash Point. Blder guests
given a “gum-drop” man with eyes Included Mrs. Arthur Brown, Mrs
and mouth of cloves.
Those pres Ed Pierce and Charles Hurd of Ash
ent were, Glenna Rankin, David Point, Mrs. Albert Davis, Mrs.
Curtis. Jr., Virginia Piper, Alice C.
L.
Sleeper,
Mrs.
L.
O.
Gay, Richard* Ellingwood, Dorothy Hurd, Mrs. Harold Harlow, Mrs.
Thomas, Muriel Mct’hee, Sterling A1 Graves of South Thomaston,
Morse, Mary Egan, Virginia Leach ■Mrs. Nathan Witham. Miss Lena
Ruth Perry. Helen Spear, Nathalie Post and Mrs. Edward Mayes of
voted Donald an ex
Jones, Franklin Spinney. Caroline | Rocklan(j
Smith, Milton Smith, Edwin La- cellent little host and extended
wards. Roth Wheeler. Francis Hav hearty birthday felicitations.
ener, Gordon Flint, Catherine BIuck.
Deltna, Greene, Sherwood
Frost
Robert Hall.
Ruth
Marston,
Winfield Ch’atto, Lucy French, Ken
neth Daley, Sammy Glover, Virginia
Naw York
Proctor, Virginia Connon, Elizabeth
Late of Aitken A Son Co.
Till, Helen Condon, Richard French
Will Display
•Shirley Stickney, Alice Hapsworth.
Catherine Chisholm, Lucille Connon,
Dorothy .Monroe, Richard Perry,
Constance
Knickerbocker.
Tedd
For Midsummer and Early Fall
Ladd, Lucille Rankin. Herbert Spear,
Wear
Dorothy Annis, Eleanor Barnard,
at tha reaidenee of
Crosby Ludwick, Nell and Dot made
up the party.
Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear

“THE
TR1FLERS”
—With—

MAE BUSCH
*
FRANK MAYO
The frank story of a modern
society girl
—Also—

wrote a book, with tha world for ills stage.
„J wrote a book, and the story is done
nd God knew the end before he imgitn :

: : Dealers in : :

Milk,

Cream
and Skim Milk

Patch-

for

Pieces

cale

Work ...................................
|

4)1 •

---- ;------—------------------------------------

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Mildred Harris
Robert Agnew

TEL. 591-4
Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, ME.

I Children's

Gingham

65-77

| Dresses, 6 to 14 yrs..........

v

jp

QjxiL I *N D

PARK
TONIGHT
Dance Under the Thousand Mirrors with

BERT MYERS’ ORCHESTRA

Suit
I Leatherette ouit

Cases,
xBases,

leather $1

S

sood lock and
(jfe handles................................
I Colored

A

and

Blouses

I White Dimity Waists ...
| Ladies’

fine

quality

Sleeveless Vests, 39c val.,
3 for....................................

of Boston Playing
| Baby Carriage Blankets,
30x40, pink and blue ...

JtPARKdt
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45 DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Ladies*

Night

ATTRACTION

Gowns,

z
two for................................

A Big Four-Act Drama

LINCOLN HALL, DAMARISCOTTA

shades, per pair.................

Printed Voile for Blouses,
two patterns for...............

Curtain Marquisette,

white, 5 yards...................
Scalloped

stitched

and

Hem

Table

Cloths,

58x58 ..................................
Black Sateen Bungalow

Aprons, $1.25 and $1.39
value....................................
White

Petticoats,

bam-

burg ruffle, 2 for .

Checked Marquisette cur
tains with ruffled edge.

Pair......................................
Dark

Grey

Camping

Blankets, 414 in. colored

border, each......................

Japanese Work Baskets,
12 and 14 inches............

»«U6(eftS
•« The
11

TH(Cr-F
8A6BAB
A wonderful love story’
to set your pulses going
. i. t wealth of adven
turous incidents that
will stir you to a rousing
pitch of excitement

"Happiness must /
be earned”

The MARINS
Have opened their Beauty
tors at the 8amO*et "*•'

U
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Vvxwtuit

“WELCOME HOME”

With
Lois Wilson, Warner Barter

Also

. c A TO.

“PLAYING WITH SOULS”

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:46 DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Betty Compson and Jack Holt

TODAY

“EVE’S SECRET”

MATINEE, 25c. CHILDREN, 10c
EVENING, 25a, 35c. CHILDREN, 13c

GIRLS MEN FORGET

n

—WITH—

Johnny Walker and Patsy Ruth Miller
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Who are the fortunate ones—Those who judge or those who
are judged?
•
SEE—

“THOSE WHO JUDGE”
With the famous Sara Bernhardt’a Fkvcrite Co-etar

TELLEGEN

LOU

ADDED FEATURE

“MARRY IN HASTE” with DOROTHY REVE1R
POSITIVELY NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

FAIRBANKS
—IX—

PRICES:

EVO. 7i00 and 3:45

TODAY

Dance After the Play—MARSTON’S ORCH.

DOUGLAS

Permanent Waving;

STRAND

MATINEE 2:15

THE HOME OF THE ORGAN WITH THE IFJMAN VOICES

FRIDAY, JUNE 26

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Face Treatment with the
New Vapor System

new spring

HASTINGS 6 CO.

EXTRAORDINARY

MORE MONEY FOR L. A. GYM.
“A NOBLE OUTCAST”

Announcement

alto

Silk Hose,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

75-14

Specialty:

gray and airedale, pair . .

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

33 Limerock Street

God wrote a book, and he pot ns all In.
„ gome lie made virtuous, and some full of sin;
I gome he made stout, and some he made thia,
God wrote a book and put us all In.

God wrote a book with the world for a stage,
*nd line upon line, and page after page
how the fervor of youth end the tremor of

14 lbs. Gingham and Per

—With—

Advanced Hats

■A,,d wrote a book, the characters we.
gome he placed on the lansi, some tie sailed
on the aes.
.
»omc he made slates, and some he made
free;
God wrote a book, only characters we.

double strap handles.........

FARM

Outsize Silk Hose, black,

Children’s Rompers, 2 for...............................
l.tW
Clothes Hampers, 3 sizes, each......................
1.00
Children’s 50c Ribbed Hose, black and cor
dovan, 3 pairs for.........................................
1.00
1 dozen Ready Hemmed Diapers.................
1.00
Rubber Aprons, 3 for......................................
1.00
Colored Crepe for Dresses, yard...................
1.00
Colored Jap Crepe, 5 yards for.....................
1.00
Women’s 75c Union Suits, 2 for .. f...... 1.00
1 set—Vest dnd Step-in....................................
1-00
36 inch Lockwood Cotton, 6 yards............... 1.00
Infants’ Knit Sweaters......................................... 1.00
36 in. wide Challie for Quilt Linings, 6 yards 1.00
Rubber Capes for girls, sizes 8 to 14 years,
worth $2,00; for...........................................
1.00
Ladies’ Colored and White Princess Slips.. 1.00
6 yards 39 in. Unbleached Cotton.................
1.00
Turkish Towels, 8 for....................................
1.00
Lunch Boxes.......................................................... LOO
All Linen Crash, 5* yards.................................... 1.00
White Enameled FlourBins.............................
1.00
Ladies' Burson Hose, cordovan and white, 4
pairs...................................................................
1.00
Children’s $1.25 Rompers.................................. 1.00
White and Colored Plisse, 39c value, 3 yds. . . 1.00
3 yards Oilcloth..................................................... 1.00
Ladies' and Gents’ Umbrellas........................... 1.00
3 yards 36 inch Cretonne...............................
1.00
Bates Gingham, 32 in., 4 yards......................
1.00
Corsets, several styles, all sizes........................ 1.00
Embroidered Pillow Cases, 2 for......................
1.00
Sheets, 72x90 .....................................................
1.00
Ladies’ ColoredLingette Bloomers..............
1.00
Pillow Slips, 42x36,4 for.................................... 1.00
6 yards Bleached Cotton.................................... 1.00
6 yards Percale..................................................... 1.00
Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yds........... 1.00
White Petticoats, regular and outsize............ 1.00
Sateen Petticoats, black and colored ruffles 1.00
White Enamel Cake and Bread Tins............... 1.00
2 Envelope Chemise.............................................. 1.00
6 Mercerized Napkins...................................... > 1.00
6 yards Crash Half Linen...............................
1.00
25c White Long Cloth, 36 in., 5 yards .... 1.00

' __________ _ ___________________

R. W. DAVIS & SONS

“PRIVATE AFFAIRS”

Miss G. Louise Ayers

THE BOOK OF LIFE

TWIN-WILLOW

Ladies' Butterfly Silk Hose
fashioned leg, all colors,
black, brown, white, log
cabin, pigeon, filbert and
coating, 2 pairs.................

1-00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

“THE THIEF OF BAGDAD”

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING, HEATING
TEL. 144-W

Know the tremendous pull

ing power of Courier-Gazette

Page Eight

9

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 23, 1925.

THE BIBLE BY RADIO

Telephone

Railway President’s Wife Who Spends Her Summers In
Cushing Thus Teaches It.

Directory

basis of true religion, and she imme
Our 180 Page
diately set out to establish this spir
CALL
BUSINESS HOUSES
WATCHWORD
SERVICE
itual truth not through any particu
Catalog, Free
lar creed, doctrine, sect or manner o
for the asking, lists I
LAUNDRY WORK
|
OILS AND GREASES
organization, but through the sim
I
iust whst you want, f
ple, unaffected and sincere study oi
The K & W dealer |
CONTINEMM. OMOt
Call 12”
Call 170
the Bible.
in your neighborMrs. Gray is a woman of great
THURSTON OIL CO.
People’s Laundry
each item for you.
(
magnetic personality. Her vital
17 Limerock Street
Wholesale and Retail
hood has or can get |
positive and constructive presenta
We do all kinds of Laundry
Write today
i
Oils for All POrpoeea
tion of the contents of the Testa
Work. Family Washing a
Kendall & Whitney |
ments soon meet with a hearty re
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
sponse. and increasing demands for
Portland, Me.
j Dry.
Finish Flat Work
I Corner Park and Broad Sts
<X25> !
her services in the pulpit, on the
1 Shirts, Collars.
platform and in the classroom soon
IV/
began seriously to tax her physical
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
i
capacities, and largely to encroach
upon her home life.
Telephone Connection
Teleohone 205
It was at this moment that Mrs.
•
—--Gilchrest
FLY SCREENING
Gray received the opportune offer SHE’S NOT WORRYING j
Black
Galvanized
from the executives of Radiophone
Monumental Works
WO AW to broadcast her lessons
Copper Bronze
Main Street
An
All-the-Yearfrom this nationally famous station. We’re
In fact, radio solved all the critical
Thomaston, Maine
H. H. Crie & Co.
Around
Proposition,
Says
problems which confronted Mrs.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
California To Florida.
Gray, offering to her an audience ol
456 Main Street, Rockland
More than 8,900 Ford cars from every section of the
unprecedented numbers and of char
country visited the Yellowstone National Park during
acter varied, critical and anxious for
The good old .fashioned rivalry
which has long existed between the
her message.
the open season of 93 days in 1924. Here is real evi
PARK THEATRE
Mrs. Gray then proceeded to bring tourist States of Florida and Cali
dence that for long tours as well as short trips, the
into
the
homes
of
thousands
oi
fornia.
is
intensitled
these
days.
A
Today will be the last opportunity
listeners in every part of the United Los Angeles newspaper says:
to see a Paramount picture with
Ford car is a favorite among motorists everywhere.
• • * •
•
States the simple, positive faith
-'it
Betty Compson and Jack Holt in
The
relative
advantages
of
Cali

which seems so necessary in a vrorld
“Eve’s Secret.”
Ford popularity is based upon small first cost and low
of unbelief and dissension. She fornia and Florida were compared •
Douglas Fairbanks in “The Thief
made no pretense to any subtle by C. L. Seagraves, general colonizaoperating expense. You can buy a Ford on easy pay
of Bagdad” will have its presentation
metaphysics or any intricate method j tion agent of the Santa Fe Railway,
at the Park on Wednesday and
ments and take a real vacation this summer—go with
of reconciling modern evolutionary at a luncheon of the Los Angeles
Thursday. The moving picture here
doctrines
with
ancient
religious
Realty
Board
yesterday
at
the
Elite
the whole family to the mountains, or seashore; visit
reaches its apex. Yet, one might
The manner ln which Mrs. Gray faith. She showed in her weekly' Cafe, who ended with the statement
well imagine that when the critics
the Yosemite Vallwy, the Grand Canyon, Glacier
became affiliated with this powerful broadcast lessons that the Word ol! that this State has Florida “backed ;
of such cities as havfe seen “The Thief
National Park, the Great -Lakes or the Adirondack
mldwestern
radiophone
indicate!
God
as
written
in
the
Bible*
is
the
olT
the
boards."
UTILITY,
of Bagdad” have come to write of it,
that there Is in this mundane scheme basic truth of all Christian beliefs.
“A final analysis of the merits of
Mountains. Wherever you drive along the nation’s
they had lirst swallowed a bushel of
of things a guiding destiny which
Then came the positive proof that' the two States leads to the statement
alphabets and crammed down all the
CONVENIENCE,
highways, you will find an Authorised Ford Dealer
surely unites the lives of Individuals the executives of WOAW had not that Florida has a delightful climate
various books of synonyms on the harmoniously with the greater social erred in their choice of Mrs. Gray as, ’hree months of the year and is
ready to serve you and glad to direct you along the way.
market,
—
so
rhapsodical
have
they
COMFORT
forces for the purposes of benefieient the one pefson adequately equipped closer to the center of population."
been in describing it. And all this service.
to carry out their conceptions of the i “id Mr. Seagraves. "California's eli- ‘
goes to prove that when a great pic
$260
I '«ate Is an all-year-’round proposi* *
Radiophone WOAW had scored a need for the study of the Bible.
Touring] Runabout
ture
comes
along
it
is
wise
not
to
320
The Rockland National
Coupe . . • •
The thousands of letters which tion, her cities are growing, and farmgreat success in itg World Radio
make too big a brag about it in ad Congregation broadcasting services poured into the studio not only con- , ‘"E and industry are steadily Increas580
Tudor Sedan •
Bank offers you the very
660
vance: that is, give those who are in morning and evening from its mod- firmed their choice, but indicated J 'nF
Fordor Sedan latest word in utility,
vited to see and judge a chance to ernly equipped studio on the top of that all over the country, men, wo"Florida is in the hands of the
convenience and comfort
On open cars demountable
rim. and starter arc 565 eatra
venture an opinion. As to the sub the nineteenth story of its two-mil men and children were awaiting foi shrewdest high-pressure real estate
the transaction of your
AU price, /. o. b. Detroit
stance of the story! it is a glorious lion dollar building.
.nking business. We will
It had sue- J some such development as 'this sales organization in the world, but j
fantasy of the Arabian Nights,—a ceeded largely in "fraternallzing the showing that they intensely desire! a community can reach no goal with
ue glad to have you open
fanciful story ef love and adventure, air” through its World Radio Camp ' a simple interpretation of Biblical out industries and pay rolls.
an account and avail
"The great growth in Florida is due
laid in an imaginary world of fancy, Radio in the Home has amply feat data in their original form.
yourself of our facilities
and abounding in amazing happen ured both these enterprises in pre
for serving you well.
Because of this inspiring response to an advertising campaign in which
ings.—or as one scribe has put it, vious issues, so that its readers are Mrs^ Grav has" been tmijefied to con-I O,°00,°00 was sPent last -ve"r and
“unbelievable wonders,” such, for in thoroughly familiar with its signifi tinue her spiritual career with in J H,500.000 scheduled to he spent this
4% INTEREST PAID
stance, as the Flying Carpet; the cant details.
creased confidence and vigor. She j > ear- They have wonderful roads,
Winged Horse, that Hies through the
But to the executives of the has come to appreciate radio as an but nowhere to go on them. There is
scenery to ™rr-|’ilrf‘ wlth that in
clouds, and numerous other like flab Woodmen of the World who are ever important factor in the development 1
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
bergasting
conceptions,
actually directing the destiny of Radiophone of that old-fashioned home which ■ California.
“
Most
of the excitement is at
brought tq life. Special prices wil! WOAW, defining its purpose, ana she conceived as the basis of her re- :
prevail.—adv.
lyzing its Influence, etc., lt soon be ligious faith, and through radio shej Miami. Subdivisions sell out over
itiE
came evident that there was one im is bringing to unlimited numbers ol night, and long lines of people stand
SEE ANY AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER OR MAIL THIS COUPON
portant field of religious service homes her regenerating, religious ing waiting a chqnee to buy lots,
EMPIRE THEATRE
which was really neglected in the message, contributing in the field of 1 which are resold again and again.
They draw buyers from as far north
The attraction for today is “My general effort to establish doctrines church organization as important as Savannah and Atlanta, who are
Please tell me how I can secure a Ford Car on easy Payments:
and
authorities
in
the
church.
and
significant
a
service
as
that
ol
Wife and I,” featuring Irene Rich and
This important phase of religion her husband in the great system of ' brought down in great fleets of
Huntley Gordon. In addition to tht
busses.
Name _
feature there is the seventh chapter was the calm, impartial, critical national railways, serving in an eco
“In Tampa Bay a sand bar has been
study of the Bible,
nomic way the needs of millions oi walled and filled in and lots sold for
of “Idaho."
Address.
Those executives were clearly cog people.
1 r Thli" iS real!y a
! trom S4®0® to
Where ItollyThe two feature pictures tor Wed
nesday and Thursday is “The nizant of the existing confusion of allel of service-service which begets wood F,a _ nQW stan<Js (h(>re wag a
.State
City____
^FEGFftA. RESERVE
Triflers” with Mae Busch, Frank Biblical doctrine never so obvious as prosperity on one hand and seryict | marsh ygar agQ
in
this
moment
of
conflict
between
which begets morality on the other
„But c)imate Jg a„
ta]k ab(jut
.Mayo, Elliott Dexter, Walter Hiers
fundamentalist and modernist, "sym and both are indispensable.
and Eva Novak. The other feature
Except for isolated places the rest
Mall this coupon to
Mrs. Gray, as has been said, is the of the State is marsh and swamp. 1
Detroit
is "Private Affairs" with Mildred bolist and literalist.” They believed
that the proper and conscientious ' wife of Carl R. Gray, president ol
Harris.
There is very little land under culti
study of the soureg of the various the Union Pacific Railway System
vation. The farmers must spent 575
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One of the most prominent sum
mer visitors who comes to this sec
tion of Maine is Carl R. Gray, presi
dent of the Union Pacific Railway
System, who enjoys nothing so much
as spending the heated term at
Pleasant Point, Cushing. A writer
in "Radio in the Home” has the fol
lowing interesting story concerning
Mrs. Gray:
The story of the career of this
eminent Biblical student presents
some of the most interesting phases
of the modern problems of woman
kind. In fact, the problems of Mrs
Gray were typical of those faced by
thousands of women in the old
struggle of life. Her own unique so
lution is, therefore, of great sugges
tive value to those other women who
have not been so fortunate as she.
But before we plunge into the ab
sorbing details of this dramatic
combination of radio femininity, the
home and the “happy ending,”.........
let Us introduce Mrs. Carl R. Gray.
Since the evening of Sunday
December 30, 1923, she has been con
ducting the evening Bible Study
Hour at 6.30 o’clock as a regular
feature of the Sabbath programs
broadcast from Station WO AW.
“the gateway to the East and West,”
owned and operated by the Wood
men of the World Life Insurance
Association at its headquarters at
Omaha. Neb.
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THE JUDGE - He Wants to Work With Spirit: —
JIM YOU ARE HERE /------------ >
OH A C^.ARQE OF / YASSAH,
<VAQRAHCY/ OATS WHAT
0E OSSIFER (

WELL WHY OOKT
\70UQ0T0
WORK ?

WELL WOULD you

.1 JESS

WORK IF I GOT YOU A JOB

DO YOU KMOW WHAT
ADRY DOCK IS ?

57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build diem
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'“Mark Every Grave”
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
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DATS A DOCTOR VIHAT
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Telephone Connection
A large stock of Cemetery Memorials in Marble or Foreign and
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Native Granites; ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.
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